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CHA.PTER I 
THE PLACE OF THE VERMONT MUSIC FESTIVAL 
AS IT AFFECTS THE BRATTLEBORO 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAM 
General §tatement of the Problem. The Brattleboro 
public school music department was one of the last of the 
larger towns in the state of Vermont to become musically 
developed on a larger, more modern scale. Possibly this 
is because it was so far away from the music contests and 
festivals which were held in the northern part of the state. 
For some time Burlington was, and probably still is, the 
only city with adequate facilities and enough organized 
support for the state festival. As these music festivals 
were vTi thout doubt responsible for the growth of the music 
department, especially in the instrumental field, my problem 
was to trace the development of the early contests and festi-
vals through the evolution of the competition-festival plan 
and the improved rating system. 
And, as the concept of the Vermont Music Festival came 
from the first New England Music Festival, the early history 
of the New England occurrence would bring this study up to 
the inception of the Vermont event. The Vermont Music Festi-
val would necessarily be brought up through 1952, coincidental 
\ 
with the Twenty-fifth Anniversary program honoring Adrian E. 
Holmes, the founder. The Southern vermont Music Audition 
Festival, beginning in 1953, brings my problem up to the 
present day and to the local area. 
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Significance of the Problem. The Vermont Music Festi-
val is one of the oldest institutions of its kind in this 
area, and its plan of operation, its stability, and its 
consistency are a credit to its founder, Adrian E. Holmes. 
Its influence on my area is not without background and signi-
ficant history. The study of contests and festivals necessary 
to fully understand the modern music festival is a worthwhile 
project in itself. The contacts with the pioneer music edu-
cators, their concepts of good, bad, and ideal, their know-
ledge of festival problems and the probable solutions, and 
their experienced opinions of the future must be recorded 
while it is still fresh in their minds. A study of the 
growth and progress of this festival from north to south, 
and the incorporation of its ideas into a southern festival 
in which I was to take active part, surely would make me 
a wiser, better informed, and more conscientious music edu-
cator. 
Definition of Terms. A music Contest is one in which 
competition plays the most important part. It tends to set 
up standards of comparative value, that is, the superiority 
of one group over other groups. A winner is picked and others 
are defeated, bringing out a sp~rit of keen rivalry and the 
urge to win. The performers are judged and compared on 
their performance of either assigned or optional compositions 
according to items which have been announced in advance. 
A music Festival is a non-competitive affair which 
calls all groups together, encourages no contest, gives no 
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prize, and heralds no one as the winner. All participants 
perform with the determination to do their best; all learn 
from each other, and the fe eling of friendliness is preserved. 
A Competition-Festival is a combination of the two, and 
involves co-operative, friendly tests of individual and group 
achievement in music understanding and performance. Although 
it still retains the competitive feature, the general character 
now bears more the aspect of a real music festival with the 
festival spirit prevailing and with the interes.t centered in 
music itself. 
Delimitations. The history of contests and festivals 
necessarily involves much historical background, but the New 
England Music Festival is covered only the first few years, 
for the value of its influence on the Vermont Festival. This, 
in turn, is developed the full twenty-five years under Adrian E. 
Holmes, up to the time of the first Southern Vermont Music 
Audition Festival. The Southern Vermont Festival brings the 
problem up to the present day and to the loca l scene. 
Snecific Statement of the Problem. This is a survey 
of the history of the contest and festival movement and the 
evolution of the competition-festival, leading to the develop-
ment and progress of the Vermont Music Festival from its New 
England Music Festival influence through its twenty-fifth 
anniversary, and its relation to the Brattleboro public school 
music program and to the entire southern Vermont area. 
Sources of Data. The history of contests and festivals 
was supplied mainly by Music Supervisors' National Conference 
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and Music Educators' National Conference Yearbooks, by music 
education texts, and by music periodicals. The history of 
the Vermont Music Festival came directly from its originator, 
Mr. Adrian E. Holmes; from contacts with veteran music edu-
cators; from the Burlington Free Press and Times on the first 
weekend in May of each year; and from treasured scrapbooks 
of programs and clippings loaned by Miss Esther Mesh of 
Randolph, Vermont. The Southern Vermont material was gained 
first hand by my own experiences and from committee material 
saved these past three years. 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORY of CONTESTS and FESTIVALS 
Contests 
Contests are as old as the world, for wherever there 
has been work, or play, there has been found the desire to 
do the thing better than the other fellow. We have long 
been sold on the idea of competition in games; now, what 
is the difference whether it is a contest of skill in ath-
letics, debates, or music--the result is the same, the striv-
ing towards perfection. 
There is a biological basis of competition, a genetic 
development, and pedagogy of rivalry. Primitive peoples 
were quick to detect the tremendous teaching power of contests. 
The Hellenic people taught athletic skills, military practices, 
oratory, drama, poetic composition, and many other activities 
by means of their great games and festivals. In the middle 
ages the skilled schoolmasters were the Jesuits, and we find 
them committed to competitions to stimulate learning. 
For many years contests in which individuals and teams 
measure their physical strength and athletic superiority 
have been a feature of American life. It is comparatively 
recently in America, however, that contests in music, drama, 
art and handcraft have aroused as much enthusiasm as physical 
contests. A notable development in the contest idea has 
been the growth of the Eisteddfod, a competition of Welsh 
origin, dating back to the fourth century A.D. Wales, the 
smallest of the countries of Great Britian, is a land long 
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acclaimed as the home of song. The affection and love for 
melody is the birthright of its people, and they frequently 
express themselves in tuneful lays. The Welsh Eisteddfods 
were similar in many ways to the festivals of the Greeks 
which associated music, drama and art with athletic contests. 
According to Duncan McKenzie the word Eisteddfod means in 
Welsh--"A sitting of learned men. "1 Mrs. William Arms 
Fischer says the literal meaning of the word is "a session".2 
It comes from the verb eistedd, meaning--to sit. It was a 
competition in the arts including all branches of music 
and involving all forms of drama, pageantry, oratory and 
art, and, in recent years physical education, folk dancing 
and national dancing. There was the conferring of de grees 
and electing of the chief bard to the chair--a ceremony 
which is still considered the climax of any Eisteddfod. 
It was practiced in the sixth, seventh and tenth 
centuries, discontinued for some centuries, was revived 
during the fifteenth century, and has kept alive by Welshmen 
all over the world ever since. The annual meets, rotating 
from North to South, have become a great national sport in 
which the whole country joins in singing oratorio. It is 
not an unusual occurence to have 5000 as one choir with at 
least 25,000 -listeners, most of whom have at one time or 
lnuncan McKenzie, Competition Festiva ls in the British 
Empire, MSNC Yearbook, 1926, pp. 77-83. -----
2Mrs. William Arms Fischer, Competitive Festivals, MSNC 
Yearbook, 1927, p. 68. 
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another sung in the Eisteddfod. The Welsh people of Utica, 
New York, have for the last 67 years held Eisteddfods, and 
isolated festivals have been conducted in other parts of 
the country, notably in the middle West and the Northwest, 
especially in Southern California. 
But this ancient contest of Wales and the continent 
included all ages from the grandfather to the child, and 
music was not the sole incentive. In many cases the compe-
titions were connected with the church and accompanied by 
religious rites. To the musical world it means a singing 
and literary Carnival, whose movement finally spread to 
England, but whose vogue has carried a period of only 50 
years. The first trial was at Stratford, London under John 
Spencer Curwen, son of the founder of the Tonic Sol-Fa 
system of teaching music. He had been an adjudicator at· 
the National Eisteddfod in 1881 and was impressed by its 
grip and uplift on the masses. It seemed to him that the 
idea might be transplanted to England. 
But it was left to the genius of Mary A. Wakefield, 
an amateur singer, to see the great idea of democratizing 
music through the Competitive Festival and to put the plan 
into operation in the country districts of the north of 
England. By 1927 there were about 200 Competitive Festivals 
in Great Britian and her colonies. 
with the idea from coast to coast. 
Canada was infected 
English and Canadian 
music-leaders unqualifiedly testified that contests were 
the means of raising the standards of performance as well 
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as of spreading the greatest possible interest in music 
in the community. 
Besides the Welsh Eisteddfods held in America, the 
Germans have held their Saengarbund and Turnerein Festivals, 
where as many as 2000 singers from several states assembled 
in Carnivals of song. But it is in the public schools of 
America that the Competitive Festival is designed to fulfill 
its greatest mission. A survey of the schools of the United 
States indicates that where contests and co-operative meets 
are annual events, there is the most rapid development of 
bands, orchestras, and glee clubs. By the same opportunity, 
there will also be found a higher grade of performance. In 
the United States where the love of competition permeates 
every phase of life, music contests have found fertile soil. 
The National Research Council of Music Education 
reports that "the earliest schools music contests in this 
country were a part of an inter-school competition which 
included athletics, elocution, and music".l But due to the 
spirit of keen rivalry, the urge to win, and the fact that 
music and athletics were evaluated in an equally arbitrary 
manner, the effect of this three-fold competition upon music 
was of doubtful value. 
The never-ending argument of Contests versus Festivals 
is still with us, and there is no more conflicting subject 
lReport of the National Research Council of Music 
Education, The Music Competition Festival, MSNC Yearbook, 
1930, p. 2~ 
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in music education and few about which people's minds are 
more set in advance. To some, a contest is an activity in 
which~ wins and everybody else loses, but to others, a 
festival is too often an event in which everybody loses. 
Perhaps a great deal can be said for the educational moti-
vation of some of the first contests. But apparently they 
served a good purpose for the most part. At first, nearly 
an entire season was spent by a group in drilling on the 
contest pieces--sometimes learned almost by rote. Teaching 
of fundamentals was neglected. 
In the music contest the performers are judged and ' 
compared on their performance of either assigned or optional 
compositions according to items which have been announced 
in advance. Usually there are a large number of events, 
vocal and instrumental, for groups and individuals. The 
judgment of the adjudicators is given in terms of first, 
second, and third place and frequently numerical ratings 
are given. Contestants have occasionally won by as narrow 
a margin as one-half point out of a possible 100. Mursell 
says that : "Rigid classification on a 100 point scale is by 
no means essential; and it is statistically illegitimate 
in any case".l He further states that t his system of 
evaluation is so preposterously refined that no judge or 
group of judges can make a differentiation on an objective 
basis. 
lJames L. Mursell, Music In American Schools, Silver 
Burdett Co., N. Y., 1943, p. 305-.-
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Daniel Protheroe, in a witty article in a Music 
Supervisors' National Conference Yearbook, says: 
I will say that at once I am decidedly opposed to 
the mathematical system of adjudicating, as I cannot 
believe that art can be judged by figures .••. Art 
is Heart .... Figures are often misleading. In a 
recent piano competition the judges' marks were 11 tabu-
lated" by the committee, and when the result was an-
nounced, there was a consternation among the judges 
when they found out that a player, who was one of the 
poorest, and one who had been described by one of them 
as ua hopeless amateur, crude, and immature" had come 
out first according to the markings .•.. It would 
not be surprising to me if judges were to be selected 
in the future from a board of expert accountants.l 
. This very careful evaluation of performance undoubt-
edly leads to the utmost pains and preparation and is one 
great advantage of the contest. A second one is the train-
ing in self possession and poise which is essential for good 
stage performance. These advantages may be greatly weakened 
when the desire to win leads to the cultivation of tricks 
and devices which are calculated rather to catch the fancy 
of the judges than to express simply and sincerely the spirit 
of the musical composition. 
While recognizing the powerful force of competition, 
we cannot forget that, while winning involves defeat for 
someone else, it is teeming with danger. There is no doubt 
that unwise administration has reduced, and perhaps even 
killed, most of its possible values. It often calls for 
long, tiring, and expensive trips, and has tremendously 
lnaniel Protheroe, The National Eisteddfod of Wales, 
MSNC Yearbook, Chicago, 1927, p. ~99. 
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limited the repertoire of music taken up during the school 
year. It has emphasized competition altogether to excess, 
with resulting overstra in, nervousness, and t he development 
of social and persona l attitudes exa ctly contrary to t hose 
whi ch the study of music shou ld p roduce. There is no doubt 
that contests have a tendency to create disappointment, 
dissatisfa ction, discouragement, and perhaps ill-feeling 
on the part of the unsuccessful contestants. 
All these a re most serious evils, almost belonging 
to t he da rk ages of educati onal practice. With t his in 
view, it is no wonder that some of our most powe rful accred-
iting a gencies have become very hostile to contests of all 
kinds, and particularly to interstate contests. The heart 
aches of contests are frequently due not to such a censured 
cause a s lack of applicati on, but to unfa ir conditions such 
a s l a ck of time, e quipment, and adequate instruction. At 
least in its rawer forms, the high school music contest 
tends to set up standards of comparative v a lue, tha t is, 
the superiority of one group over other groups. Because of 
t his there have even been cases in which the tenure of the 
music director, like the football coach, depended l a rgely 
upon the success of his team . 
"our whole grading system, marks, distinctions, and 
honors for scholastic attainments a re in direct violation 
of the teachings of Rousseau and his school."l 
lc. Stanton Ba lfour, i11fhat Have Contests Done For Music 
Education?, ~~~C Yearbook, 1936; p. 341. 
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Contest winners are given awards which in the early 
days were substantial material or money but which are now 
banners, certificates, or mere announcements of placements. 
The child must therefore be tra ined b oth to win generously 
and to lose graciously. Competition arouses wide interest 
in participants and audience and makes prolonged preparation 
endurable and grea tly sharpens the discrimination of what 
is good and what is poor. The contest, more than any other 
one factor, is responsible for the great advance in the 
quality and quantity of school music in the past quarter 
of a century . 
The advocates of contests in genera l point out the 
f a ct t hat this is a competitive world and that contests 
prepare students for rea lity. Competition is one of the 
strongest human drives and it stimulates activity and pro-
, 
gress in any field of endeavor. It makes a student aware 
of his own v1ealmess and strength in comparison with the 
weaknesses and strengths of others, and is desirable as long 
as the object is a worthy one. 
Opponents of competition agree that it is a driving 
force, but maintain that t he evils it produces outweigh the 
benefits. One authority sta tes that: 
Competition may be the life of trade but it is the 
death of music. Instead of uniting people it separates 
them. . . . They even go so f a r as to assert that the 
apparent advances made with competition a re really re-
treats which must be counteracted by building up in the 
individual schools a love of music rather than a love 
of winning.l · 
lDykema and Gehrkens, The Teaching And Administration 
.2f. High School Music, C. G. Birchard & Co :;Eioston, 1941. 
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The contest idea is very much in keeping with our American 
mores and there is no doubt that its application has been 
an important factor in the promotion of music in the schools. 
The contest tends to vreed out ineffecient teachers while the 
festivals often effectively protects ~r,reak cones. They can 
stay on comfortably in some places, do atrocious vrork, and 
sell to t heir communities the idea that the harsh noises 
being produced are symbols of the be ginning of a new musical 
culture. 
The contest can easily be varied from year to year 
to include a l a rge number of fres h compositions; students 
acquire the ability to perform unfamilia r music at sight; 
they bec ome f amiliar 1-vith significant matters concerning 
the history and development of music, and thus, in general, 
make a continuous development tovrard all-round musicianship. 
If the c ontes t material is made the goal of achievement it 
bec omes detrimental to the regula r school work and makes 
all the rest of the music study seem uninteresting and of 
little worth. If a student regards his own interests as 
opposed to group int e r ests, it t eaches him to regard ability 
to ex cel over another as success and the aim of life. 
The opini ons of most instructors grov/ out of practical 
experience. Since both good and ha rm can result from contests, 
the nature of the experience determines the basis of opinion. 
If there has been a tendency to cultivate in hi s students 
a spirit of aggressive, persona l victory, of riva lry and 
competition w·hich is detrimental t o the child as an individua l 
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and to the group as a \'Thole, then the effect is negative and 
the positive values of the contest are questionable. For 
in the last analysis, the supervisor as well as the contestant 
or group is graded in every contest. He is the individual 
who must make preparation for entry and appea rance. While 
the credit of winning a first place is quite likely to go to 
the contestant, a failure to take first rank is more frequently 
than not charged to the supervisor. The attitude of a school 
and a community towards contes ts, as toward every other phase 
of music, is determined in a large mea sure by the supervisor. 
As an outgrowth of the early contest plan there has 
been an amazing development of district, state, and regional 
music contests during the past t 1r1enty years. These serve as 
a means for preparing and selecting groups to pa rticipate 
in the nati onal contest. There is serious danger that this 
highly organized system of contests will defeat our true 
intention as educators. The entire set-up is susceptable 
of emphasizing the competitive spirit, and in actual pra ctice 
appea rs to be doing so. However, these pitfalls can be 
avoided and the events should be made to serve the goa ls of 
music education. 
The general · contest spirit naturally waned with the 
passage of time and the problems presented have brought us 
a realization that it is not the final vrord in social music 
get-togethers . It is a very great stimulas to laggard spirits, 
but it must be carefully handled if its disadvantages are 
not to outweigh its benefits ·. The band contest survived 
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and is still a flourishing endeavor but not w·ithout severe 
criticism from educators. It is the inspiration, not the 
prize that the music students want and need. The contest 
has been a necessary, pleasant evil, but it must eventually 
pass av.ray. 
Cont ests in music, like challenges in all other 
fields, are only the means tmrard the end. Like the 
. poor, they shall alv;ays be with us. It is import ant 
to house t hem in an impartial agency. Control and 
limit them to the standard events, and administer them 
intelligently.l 
If it is necessary to promote cont ests, in order to 
stimulate music in our schools, there must be some trouble 
with the personnel of the tea ching force or vvi th the manner 
of presentation. 
lc. Stanton Balfour, v/hat Have Cont ests Done For Music 
Education?, MENC Yearboolt, Chicago, 1936, p. 341-.-
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Festivals 
The festival idea itself has much to recommend it, 
for it expresses the joy of life. There are very decided 
possibilities of value in having young people from v a rious 
places get together in a friendly spirit, at a convenient 
time and pl a ce, with a reasonable amount of leisure, for 
the performance of music. But there is and has been for 
years a more or less sharp division of opinion among leaders 
in the field as to the relative v alues of music contests 
and non-competitive f estivals. Discussions of the subject 
have been carried on for many yea rs with out much apparent 
s hift in allegiance of the proponents of either side. The 
festival calls all groups together, encourages no contest, 
gives no prize, and heralds no one a s the winner. All 
participants perform with the determinati on to do their best; 
all learn from each other, and the feeling of friendliness 
is p res e rved. So it is not stran ge that the festiva l idea 
has caught t he interes t of both students and educators. 
We read tha t in the old days of the Singing School, 
the winter season of song wa s culminated by a grand 
concert in which all took part. We are told tha t sing-
ing societies from several nearby towns were wont to 
join forces occasionally and put on a song festival of 
large proportions. Historians vouch for the f a ct tha t 
these old time concerts and festivals created the desire 
on the part of citizens for our earliest music instruct-
ion in schools. r-ioreover they were social events of 
the first magnitude.l 
lJohn W. Beattie, The School Music Festival, MSNC 
Yearbook, 1929, p. 353. 
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The main object of the festival is alwa ys to bring 
as many people as possible in the shortest time, and in the 
most effective v1 ay, under the spell of good music. The larger, 
therefore, the number of part i cipants in any f estival, the 
w·ider its influence arid pm'ler for good. It need not be lim-
ited to the schools; the city, the c ounty, the sta te, even 
the nation are its fields. Therefore it has untold possibil-
ities. The coming together of l a r ge groups to perform, and 
l a r ger groups to see and hear, acts as a cementing substance 
in uniting people. 
In the co-operative festival, groups which have sepa r-
ately studied some of the same and some different compositions 
come together t o combine in presenting a single progr a m. 
Usually each school has a pa rt of its own which it gives 
while the other schools listen. There are a lso certain 
numbers performed by all the schools. These festivals are 
valuable for groups which do n ot need outside stimulati on 
to maintain a high standard of performance. They seldom 
require much more than passable preparation of a comparatively 
small amount of standa rd musical materia l which is suita ble 
for match performance. 
Frequently, however, the lacl{ of ranking lea ds to 
mediocre performances of their own numbers by some of the 
groups and inadequate preparation by these or other groups 
of the numbers which are to be performed by the ensemble. 
Schools frequently returned year aft e r year with the s ame 
pathetic groups, and no visible imp rovement. Being less 
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dramatic, this festival often seems on the face of it 
to be less significant. Instead of being a battle, it is 
a holiday, a co-operative enterprise. Actually, the stress 
is upon the contribution which the young musicians can make 
to the shared project, and victory consists in deeply stir-
ring participants and audience by the beauty of the massed 
tone. 
At least for those who could not win in a competition 
due to causes beyond their control, the co-operative festival 
seems to have 'much to commend it. Both the capable and the 
less capable return to their homes in a satisfied and happy 
mood. Happiness and joy abound somehow as singing or playing 
with a large group inspires the performers to imaginative 
and aesthetic heights not attainable through the mere reason-
ing functions of the mind. Because this festival is designed 
to use a great many students, young singers and instrument-
alists will not be left at home while their selected repre-
sentatives participate in performance. They will all join 
in the experience, for it permits participation by a much 
larger number than can possibly enter a contest. It thus 
greatly broadens the social and musical outlook of a large 
number of participants. 
Supervisors have an opportunity to see 11 laboratory 
work11 at first hand and, in attendance at rehearsals, to 
observe sound pedagogical pra ctice in the ability of the 
c onductor to teach, train and conduct at the same time. 
The criticisms and suggestions made for the inexperienced 
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conductors of the various groups are welcomed and remembered 
because they are offered in a constructive rather t han a 
fault-fi nding s pirit. They also seek to carry the partici-
pants a little f a rther than they were before the meet r ather 
than merely to try to determine in what respects they are 
vTeaker than the few superlative performers. Strain and self-
consciousness which are inevitable i n the contest are almost 
entirely eliminated. It may be pleasanter for a time but 
its benefits a re not so permanent or far-rea ching. 
The festival, which in magnitude certainly surpasses 
anyt hing that any one of the participating groups alone 
could produce, strikes a t the .very root of all progress, 
namely individual responsibility. The very fact tha t it 
admits the strong as well as the weak furnishes an excuse 
for the indolent to neglect that type of preparation which 
is indispensible in the contest. Festivals have rapidly 
lost their power of stimulating the participants and thus 
have deteriorated and disappea red while the contest continues 
vigorously year after year. The reason for having challenges 
in music, essentially contrary to the spirit of musical 
expression, is that they tend to ca rry the performer beyond 
the enertia and often uninteresting steps of elementary 
study to a hi gh degree of skill and craftsmanship '\'lhich '\'rill 
hold him. 
The festiva ls of the future can rightly demand the 
considerati on of much greater numbers of performers. And 
since the use of the term "festival" in t his country arose 
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originally in connection with concerted musical events which 
made little or no use of the competitive element, it will 
continue to be an event which is consonant with the kindly, 
social spirit of music. The l a r ger the number taking part, 
the greater the public interest. It is interesting to note 
that the oldest music festiva l in the United States was the 
"Peace Jubilee, held on February 22, 1815; in Boston, 'Massa-
chusetts to commemorate the cessation of hostilities betl'leen 
England and the United States".l In 1869 and 1872 subsequent 
peace jubilees took place in Boston and a huge orchestra of 
2000 musicians and a chorus of 20,000 pa rticipated a t the 
sec ond of these events. 
lMusic Festivals, Encyclopedia Britannica, Chicago, 
1955, Vol. 9, p. 201. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPETITION FES TIVALS 
Early in the contest movement educators felt that the 
intensely competitive factor lessened the educational value 
of the events. From t his feeling grew the competition 
festival, which gradually tended to supplant the original 
contest plan, and which by a new r ating system allowed more 
than one group to have the s ame r ating. By massing the 
rival groups into one large concert unit, united in feeling 
and purpose, the main conditi ons incident to the true festival 
are s aved. The contest movement started in the Middle \~Test, 
as did also t he rating plan and the competition festiva l 
movement. Music education in this country will always be 
indebted to the late Frank A. Beach for his introduction of 
a new rating system. His long and successful management of 
the state c ontests in Kansas brou ght him national recognition, 
in his appointment as chairman of the National Committee on 
Contests and Festivals. 
The evolution of the festival plan from the original 
contest of the past is deserving of consideration a s the most 
important recent tendency in connection with musical competi-
tions. Although it still retains the competitive feature, 
the general character of the cust om has undergone such radical 
changes that it no"\v bea rs more the aspect of a real music 
festival with the festiva l spirit prevailing and with the 
interest centered in music itself. 
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The idea of Musical Competitions is as old as the days 
of Hans Sachs and the Mastersingers of Nuremberg, and of 
Tannhauser and the song tournaments of Wartburg--nay older, 
for it goes back to the misty myth of the contest between 
Phoebus and Pan.l 
In 1936 a resolution was passed in a meeting of the 
MENC to eliminate the word "contest" and substitute the term 
"competition festival 11 • Wilson says "Let us make the complete 
step and eliminate the word 'competition' ."2 The emphasis 
would then be placed upon making and listening to music to-
gether. The competitive feature would continue as long as 
there was a sufficient number interested to justify its 
continuance. The motivation has partially shifted from an 
extrinsic one based on competition to an intrinsic one based 
on interest in music itself. Gradually this festival will 
contribute to integrating music with valuable educational 
and social experiences. 
From an educational point of view "A music contest 
cannot be approached from the viewpoint of a horse ~ 
in which there is only one winner. "3 A competitive festival 
such as is conducted by the National School Band Association 
or the National School Orchestra Association which is the 
result of constant improvement by the competitors themselves--
lpercy A. Shoales, Competition Festivals, MSNC Yearbook, 
1928' p. 267. 
2Harry R. l'lilson, Music in the High School, Silver 
Burdett Co. , N. Y., 1941, p. 119. 
3E. H. ~lilcox, The Spirit of a Music Contest, MSNC 
Yearbook, 1928, p. 250. 
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is an event in which everybody wins and nobody loses. Every 
contestant receives his audition and is given full credit 
for all he does. Nothing is taken away from anyone. No one 
gets credit for something he does not do, and no flunker is 
allovTed to place his name on the list of t hose who work and 
do things. These festivals do great good by bringing in per-
formers of every class, by inducing them to compare their 
standards and s kill, and by submitting them to the criticism 
of musicians of standing . The Association feels that an 
inefficient band director s hould not be camouflaged behind 
a festival and thereby belittle the good work of the go-getter 
when, in t his day and age, opportunities for self-improvement 
are as close as his radio. 
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Very soon the directors and the students began to recog-
nize the reflecting values of t he competitions. Many a director 
was able to prove to his s tudents--perhaps to himself--that 
it was necessary to do something if the school band was to 
justify the hometown pride which was the basis of the band's 
existence. Improvement of teaching was a natural consequence. 
In t his manner the competitions themselves became vastly im-
p roved. 
The ideal high school contest uses competition as a 
stimulas, but at the time of the festival lays stress on 
co-operative music making. Its only reason for existence is 
the desire to aid the student and the teacher. It does this 
by providing a music festival and an institute for the teacher. 
By such a practice the event is transformed into a mos t 
practical kind of institute, one that i s far more va luable 
t han the majority of institutes which tea chers are required 
to attend. 
The state competition s hould be the most pr a ctica l 
tea chers• i nstitute possible. Demonstrations can be given 
because students are present from all manner of hi gh schools; 
judges can act a s instruct ors; and the teachers are there to 
sit in classes over which the judges will preside, or to 
take part in round table di s cussions in which ea ch may profit 
by the other1 s expe rience. Teacher1 s who do not have contest-
ants in the festival a re usually invited to be guests in 
order to attend the round table discussions and profit by 
the meetings. 
Everything considered, it is probably true that the 
co-operative, friendly tests of individua l and group achieve-
ment in music understanding and performance have helped to 
bring music tea ching and study down to ea rth and into the 
r ealm of simple reality in our da ily lives. People have 
discov e red tha t musicians are just people--and that all 
people can be musicians to the extent of t heir interest and 
individua l capacities. They have lea rned that the develop-
ment of musicianshi p _does not neces sarily involve professional 
or vocational aspirations. This democra tizing influence of 
the competiti on-festivals is reflected in widespread appre-
ciation of the fact that: 
Education should bring to every person t he conscious-
ness that his own s pirit can fin d expression t h rough the 
arts; t hat every life can find in music some fulfillment 
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of the fundamental need for aesthetic development and 
emotional outlet.l 
In a combination plan that has been devised, all schools 
prepa re certain numbers which are common to all the partici-
pating schools. When they come together the programs consist 
of portions performed by the separate groups and other portions 
by the combined groups. These combined groups sing and play 
masterpieces of music literature under the direction of well-
known conductors. During the rehearsals of numbers for this 
concert, competition is submerged in a co-operative a rtistic 
project. The combined performance usually comes at a session 
which follows one or more sessions when the groups have 
appeared separately before the adjudicators for ranking. 
The mere ranking of contestants by judges without stated 
reasons is universally disapproved. Public comment by the 
judges on the performance of individual groups meets with 
little favor. Improved adjudication, with standard comment 
sheets, also mark an important educational advance. They 
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are filled in by the adjudicators and supplied to the directors, 
and to each contesting soloist and ensemble. Proper use of 
these comment sheets furnish expert criticisms, with construct-
ive suggestions desired by director and student. The group 
rating plan helps to take the sting out of the contest. 
This judgment is made not only by comparing the per-
formers of the groups in the immediate p rogr a m, but by a 
lReport of the Nati onal School Band, Orchestra, and 
Vocal Assn., MENC Yearbook, 1939-1940, Vol. 30, p. 505. 
consideration of what any particular school should be able 
to do in view of its size, its resources, the number of years 
it ha s had music instruction, and in general, what schools 
of its type a re doing throughout the country. Several schools 
may be ranked in the same clas s and some cla s s es may be entirely 
absent. 
In most ca ses contest required pieces are not announced 
until after mid-season. Si ght reading t ests provide a medium 
for evaluating the work done in fundamentals, and in the 
development of general musicianship. And there is every evi-
dence that the teaching of fundamentals and the development 
of a keen sense of discrimination and appreciation have re-
ceived tremendous impetus within a relatively short period 
of time. This is due to various influences, but in large 
degree because of the inspiration and practical advantages 
brought literally to the doors of schools everywhere through 
the operation of festivals. Good sportsmanship and the 
festival spirit are stressed, and groups are encouraged or 
required to hea r each other perform. First, second, and third 
place awards are no longer given, but groups are rated on 
their musical achievement as demonstrated. There is not 
just one "winner" with all the rest losing. Friendly inter-
changes of ideas in the matter of standa rds, reading reports 
of successes and f~ilures, and acquiring a knowledge of 
standa rds of other schools, may be of much assistance in 
setting up suitable objectives. Either the high school 
contest or music festival affords an excellent means of 
studying the standa rds set up by other schools. 
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The rating plan definitely classifies each competitor 
as highly superior, superior, excellent, good, average, or 
belovt average in terms of individual performance without 
comparative judgment with other competitors. This decidedly 
superior rating system has done much to stimulate the ambi-
tion for higher artistic standards year after year. Each 
group is now competing with itself and it can evaluate itself 
in terms of artistic standards rather than in terms of compar-
ative standards. As a result of painful experience the 
competitive festival has an organization superior to the older 
contest and schedules a re more closely observed. 
Frequent reference has been made to the values in-
creasing from the varied and broadening experiences afforded 
the music students when preparing for and taking part in the 
competition-festivals. Certainly there are significant char-
acter-building qualities inherent in the wholesome atmosphere 
of properly conducted events of t his type. For instance the 
boys and girls lea rn how to take both applause and criticism 
in t heir stride. They learn to appreciate the achievements 
of others. They learn that in the competition the rea l award 
is the adjudicators' evaluation of their attainments in music, 
not the medal or plaque. 
The judging may be done by several people, who do not 
merely rate groups vTho consider themselves contestants, but 
who may offer friendly and sympathetic criticism and advice 
not untempered with praise. In the combined rehearsals the 
conductors who may have served as adjudicators earlier in 
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the day, will have the opportunity not only of welding into 
a homogeneous whole the contributions of the various partici-
pants, but also to point out in a constructive spirit what 
might have been done by various groups or individuals to 
improve what they presented in the competitions. Most of 
these comments "\'lill be presented '"ithout mentioning specific 
groups or individuals because the rating sheets dictated 
during the competition will later be sent to the V9. rious 
schools. All this is entirely in keeping with modern accredit-
ation procedures such as are now being developed by many high 
school and college associations and a gencies. 
Moreover, there seems no reason why the occas i on cannot 
be handled in such a way as to put some premium upon and 
definitely to encourage wide contact with music in the schools 
concerned. Perhaps this might even be carried further into 
attempts to make some appraisal of the music programs of the 
schools represented on the basis of their own aims and object-
ives, and to t ake t his into consideration in addition to the 
actual and immediate performance. 
The supervisor will a lso treasure the comments and 
criticisms by the judges in previous contests. Judges' 
reports from competitions in I'Thich he did not take part will 
be of value because these comments testify to the items 
1'lh ich are uppermost in the judges' minds. Even the super-
visor ,.,ho has never entered a cont est will find a wealth 
of suggestive material in the printed criticisms of contest-
ants from other schools. 
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Regardless of ratings earned, substantial benefits 
are afforded to pupils and directors by the opportunities 
for comparison of their O\vn vwrk with that vThich is being 
done in other schools, and by the constructive criticisms 
received from the adjudicators. New friends have been made, 
and the joy of making music on this memorable occasion deeply 
affects the students attitude towa rd the need for music in 
his life. Many students and tea chers return home disappointed 
i>lith their ratings, but resolved to increa se t heir standing 
the next year. The festival has given t hem a fine chance 
with music and an incentive tovmrd rea ching hi gher artistic 
standa rds. 
The incentive of the competition naturally serves as 
a spur to ambition, resulting in more effective study and 
greater ability to concentrate upon problems at hand, with 
resultant larger benefits in every \>lay from the school and 
home time devoted to music. Many of these good results are 
manifested in other phases of school and out-of-school life, 
but obv~ously the maximum benefits are t hose which the indi-
vidua l derives from hi s music through the development of 
the fullest degree of understanding and technical ability 
of which he is capable, and through association with others 
in musical endeavors. 
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CHA.PTER N 
NEV'f ENGLAND MUSIC FESTNAL 
In as much as the New England Festival had direct 
bearing upon the vermont Festival, it would seem appro-
priate to furnish some background of that occasion. The 
first New England Music Festival was held in Boston, 
Massachusetts in 1925 without contests, "for the simple 
and only r~ason that othenrise there would have been no 
festival."l This remarkable piece of co-operative effort 
and planning was organized largely through the initiative 
of Clifford V. Buttleman, who secured for the enterprize 
the active interest of the_Rotary .and Kiwanis clubs of 
Boston and also the Civic Music Association and the Adver-
tieing Club of that city. No sto~J of the contests and 
festivals in New England vrould be complete without giving 
full acknowledgment and thanks for his untiring work, his 
wise counsel and his wonderful patience. 
Bands and orchestras of all grades, a ges, and sizes 
came together for one of the most unique conventions ever 
held in America. Nineteen bands and tvrenty-t\'lO orchestras 
gathe.red in Boston under the sponsorship of the Music ~veek 
Festival Association. 
This event and its accompanying period of preparation 
in the thirty-eight participating towns constituted a 
lc. v. Buttleman, The New England School Music Festival, 
~ffiNC Yea rbook, 1928, p. 255. ---
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campa i gn of publicity and demonstrat i on for band and orchestra 
equipment and development in New England. It is now history 
that result s far surpassed all expectation; they came 2,100 
strong , in tribute to the occasion, to t hemselves, and to 
the ~ity of Boston. For Boston is the home of culture, the 
mecca of music and learning , and in the shadow of the first 
public school to maintain a school orchestra. And across 
the river, the city of Chelsea wa s famed for pioneering out-
side school music credit. 
The bands appeared on Boston Common in successive 
concert numbers and advertised the t hirty-eight New England 
tow·ns in colorf ul parade through the streets. Their first 
pur-pose was to center public attention upon the achievements 
of t heir school music program, to awaken people to the perfor-
mance, so that busy people \v ould stop to \•Titness the pageant 
either from curiosity or with genuine interest. 
The average Bostonian had never before seen or hea rd 
a school band, and scho ol orchestras were equally beyond his 
insight. If he had ever heard the terms "school band11 or 
"school orchestra" , or perhaps "school music 11 , t hey ma de no 
particula r impression, any more than ''play ground", 11 ring-
around-the-rosey", or any of the things he associated with 
the carefree and make-believe activities of juveniles. But 
now this and other Bostonians halted in their tracks to look, 
listen, and marvel. Again and a gain they inquired as to 
what was going on; what wa s the meaning of this pageantry 
of school children? For the first time they were made aware 
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of the existence of this new development in education which 
was to expand into the tremendous activity of today. 
Later that same day these school groups assembled 
at the Arena for the successful performances of t'\venty-two 
orchestras. To close the program nearly 1,000 children 
played in the largest children's orchestra ever assembled 
in New England. They joined the massed bands in one grand 
, 
ensemble of 2,000 players, with Frederick N. Innes as guest 
conductor. An atmosphere of sublimity pervaded the immense 
amphitheater. 
The second year ( 1926) a much finer performance vras 
obtained, with higher standa rds of music and a noticeable 
improvement in equipment. It included both band and orch-
estra contests, as well as a "free-for-all'' program of 
selections played by bands and orchestras not competing 
for prizes. About fifteen bands and a dozen orchestras 
actually contested, and nearly as many more tested their 
courage by merely playing. Approximately 2,200 children 
participated. 
In 1927, the t hird year, many more orchestras and 
bands entered the contests. The individual participants 
totalled nearly 4,000, with some of the groups traveling 
hundreds of miles. The presence of Lt. Com. John Philip 
Sousa, as guest conductor, was a strong feature from the 
standpoint of the children, the public, and th~ewspapers. 
The marked improvement in the general average of perfor-
mance was particularly noticeable in this third festival, 
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and there was also evidenced considerable advance in balance 
of instrumentation of many bands and orchestras. 
The 1927 Festival program vTas broadened to include 
a glee club tournament, which was highly successful, and a 
similar event was scheduled for 1928. The first choral 
event was in the nature of a festival meet. The reason the 
glee clubs and choruses were not provided for until after 
the festival had been somewhat established, was because the 
affair first took form as a band and orchestra tournament 
in the previously mentioned Boston Music Week program. 
For that matter, the band is probably the most import-
ant factor available for selling the public school music to 
the people who a re alrea dy paying for it. The band is spec-
tacular, and carries on its tuneful propaganda wherever it 
goes and as it goes. Band music generally is apt to have 
strongest appeal to the rank and file of the musically un-
tutored, and can go where the "unsold" people are. In the 
case of the orchestra or singing groups the "prospects" must 
come to their door, and only those already sold on the pro-
gram bother to attend. 
What one band or orchestra can do alone is multiplied 
many times by the big "meets" and festivals. \•lith so much 
to be done in order to make even a dent in the public con-
sciousness, as \vas the case in New England, something rather 
stupendous is required. The average citizen gave no thought 
vrhatsoever to music as a f a ctor in educati on, despite the good 
work accomplished in the schools of Boston and adjacent cities. 
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Contests, with festival features added, were at first 
the only form of these affairs. If this festival had been 
conducted on a more r~stricted plan, so that every band, 
orchestra, and glee club taking part had to enter a contest, 
the number of returning groups spreading the festival concept 
would have been considerably lessened. Throughout New Eng-
land there was found some very ill-balanced music instruction 
programs. The contest idea was favored for its obvious good 
points, but not as an exclusive feature of the festival. 
The stress was on the festival. Participation, not competi-
tion, was the word that first lured many of the groups to 
Boston. In another year or two these same groups felt better 
qualified to enter the competitions, and their first exper-
ience was not marred by the strain of possible or probable 
disappointment of defeat. 
As contests and music meets seemed not to have in-
vaded New England, it was decided to form an association 
which would assist the supervisors by providing opportun-
ities for frequent contacts to develop Festiva~ (with or 
without contest), where the schools might participate in 
well prepared programs and where the full values of a fest-
ival would be attained. Therefore, in 1927, the New Eng-
land Music Festival Association was incorporated, in order 
to provide a centralized body with authority and means to 
promote the various festival events. From its beginning 
Clifford v. Buttleman was its leading personality, and 
until the National Conference secured his service as 
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secretary, he was the leading figure in the great success 
t his New England Association has attained. 
That vermont participated in this growth is evidenced 
by the state report of chairman Jessie L. Brownell, Spring-
field, Vermont in the 1928 Yearbook of the Music Supervisors' 
National Conference: 
The first State Contest for Orchestra's vtas held in 
Burlington this spring, and three orchestras were sent 
to Boston, May 25, as winners from the State. vermont 
made a very good show·ing at the New England Music Fest-
ival, as Massachusetts and Vermont carried off all the 
prizes in orchestral work.l 
lJessie L. Brownell, Vermont Re~ort, MSNC Yearbook, 
1928, p. 404. 
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CHAPTER V 
VEffiiONT MUSIC FESTIVAL 
Outline of Vermont Music Festival, 1928-1952 
(Recording growth from approximately one hundred and 
seventy-five students attending in 1928, to approximately 
five thousand in 1952.) 
1928-1930 
1. A one-day festival. 
2. Instrumental organizations only. 
3. Only twelve orchestras and tvro bands the third year. 
4. Festival conducted as a contest. 
5. Massed orchestra played a few selections at the close of 
the evening concert. 
1931-1936 
1. A two-day festival. 
2. Instrumental and choral organizations. 
3. Twenty-two schools represented in 1931; the real begin-
ning of state-'\·Tide participation. Fifty-four schools 
represented in 1936. 
4. Contest feature discontinued in 1931. 
5. All-State Orchestra and Chorus formed in 1931. 
6. Three concerts (Friday evening by glee clubs, Saturday 
afternoon by bands and orchestras, Saturday evening by 
All-State Orchestra and Chorus). 
7. Noticeable growth of groups. 
(a) Ten glee clubs in 1931--Twenty-eight in 1936. 
(b) Five bands in 1931--Ten in 1936. 
(c) Twelve orchestras in 1931--Seventeen in 1936. 
8. Parade first held in 1932. 
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1937-1938 
1. A two-day festival. 
2. Fifty-one schools represented in 1937; sixty-seven in 
1938. 
3. All-State Band added to All-State Orchestra and Chorus 
in 1938. 
4. Four concerts (Friday evening by glee clubs; Saturday 
afternoon, two by bands and orchestras; Saturday even-
ing by All-State Orchestra and .Chorus in 1937 and by 
All-State Orchestra, Chorus, and Band in 1938). 
5. Further growth of groups. 
(a) Twenty-eight glee clubs in 1937--Thirty-five in 
1938. 
' (b) Nine bands in 1937--Nine in 1938. 
(c) Sixteen orchestras in 1937--Twenty-one in 1938. 
1939-1947 
1. A three-day festival. 
2. Sixty-seven schools represented in 1939; eighty-three 
in 1947. 
3. Seven concerts in 1939 and 1940. 
4. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Nine 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Thursday evening by soloists and small ensembles. 
Friday evening by All-State Band. (One band in 
1939 and 1940, tv10 bands in 1941 and 1942. ) 
Saturday afternoon four concerts. (Two by glee 
clubs and two by bands and orchestras.) 
Saturday evening by All-State Orchestra and Chorus. 
concerts in 1941 and 1942; ten in 1947. 
Thursday evening, tw·o by soloists and small ensembles. 
Friday evening by All-State Band. 
Saturday afternoon five concerts. (Three by glee 
clubs, two by bands and orchestras.) (Three by 
bands and orchestras in 1947.) 
Saturday evening by All-State Orchestra and Chorus. 
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5. Growth and decline of groups. 
{a) Forty-five glee clubs in 1939--Seventy-two in 
1947. 
(b) Ten bands in 1939--Twenty-three in 1947. 
(c) Twenty-one orchestras in 1939--Eleven in 1947. 
1948-1952 
1. A three-day festival. 
2. Ninety schools represented in 1948; ninety-four in 
1952. 
3. Ten concerts in 1948 and 1950; eleven in 1951 and 
1952; twelve in 1949. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Thursday evening, two by soloists and small 
ensembles. 
Friday evening by All-State Bands. 
Saturday afternoon, six, seven, or eight concerts. 
(Three by glee clubs, except four in 1949.) (Three 
by bands and orchestras in 1948 and 1950, four in 
1949, 1951, and 1952.) 
Saturday evening by All-State Orchestra and Chorus. 
4. Further decline of orchestras. 
(a) Seventy-seven glee clubs in 1948--Eighty in 1952. 
(b) Twenty-five bands in 1948--Thirty-three in 1952. 
(c) Fourteen orchestras in 1948--Six in 1952. 
5. Silver Anniversary held in 1952. Adrian Holmes retires. 
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Adrian E. Holmes 
The history of the Vermont Music Festival would be 
incomplete without reference to Mr. Adrian E. Holmes, 
former director of the Burlington High School Band and 
Orchestra. Mr. Holmes came from a very musical family 
and first took piano lessons from his mother. This back-
ground developed as be studied 'cello and, with his sister 
on piano and his brother on violin, a family orchestra was 
formed. Later, as the need arose for playing band instru-
ments, he studied trombone and his brother studied clarinet. 
A commercial teacher by vocation, be began his public 
school music career in South Royalton, Vermont in 1914 and 
remained there for three and one-half years until 1918. 
Music at South Royalton consisted solely of an orchestra of 
twelve pieces. In 1918 he spent a half year in Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire where he played in the orchestra. In the fall 
of the same year he entered the business department of Burl-
ington High School where he taught accounting, economics, 
and law. In June of 1918 practically the whole orchestra 
had graduated; very few were left. The superintendent, 
knowing his background, asked Mr. Holmes if be would direct 
the group. 
History of the Festival 
The first year the orchestra consisted of seven 
pieces--all boys, for girl participants were non-existent. 
The second year a few more pieces were added, and the third 
¥ear the first girl, a piano player, was admitted. But the 
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increase was gradual, and the first Burlington Band was 
started in 1926. 
The first New England Music Festival was held in 
Boston in 1925 and the news spread fast to the outlying 
band and orchestra directors. Mr. Holmes first went in 
1926, simply as an observer, and came back with much en-
thusiasm. He could see the desire for school children to 
participate in musical pageantry--similar to that of ath-
letics. 
In the spring of 1927 Mr. Holmes first took the 
Burlington orchestra to the New England Music Festival in 
Boston, and under terrific hardships according to today's 
standards. The children and supervisors rode for countless 
hours in open busses over unpaved roads. Mr. H. D. Pearl, 
superintendent, accompanied the group and observed the 
entire event with interest. 
In the fall of that year (1927), and as a direct 
result of the Boston trip, Mr. Holmes talked with Mr. Pearl 
about starting a State Festival, again with the idea of run-
ning it like athletics. Mr. Pearl was very prominent in 
the headmasters' circle at that time, and all headmasters 
and superintendents were polled on the idea. All said--too 
early, we are not ready for it yet~ And this would not 
have been the first time that schools got together in the 
state, for Rutland bad previously entertained some groups 
in a little gathering of the invitation type. And Beryl M. 
Harrington wrote in the 1924 Yearbook of the Music Supervisors' 
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National Conference that "music work will be quite generally 
observed in vermont and several towns are carrying on 
music contests".l And in the 1926 Yearbook: 
The high schools of the state ·are presenting excel-
lent concerts, commencement programs, operettas, and 
cantatas. School bands and orchestras are flourishing. 
Music week was observed in several towns. Burlington 
schools began having music competitions several years 
ago. They are now competing annually for a silver cup 
which was given by an interested citizen.2 
In this same source, the alphabetical list of the violin 
section of the National High School orchestra began with 
Susan Abbott of Springfield, Vermont. There had been some 
interest on a scholastic basis. 
But this new plan was to be interscholastic, the de-
termination still prevailed, and Mr. Pearl secured the ap-
proval of the Headmasters' Club of Vermont. The music de-
partment and the school administration needed a third group, 
a sponsor for the event. Mr. Pearl, a member of the Exchange 
Club, influenced that group to finance it. 
In 1928 seven high school orchestras of approximately 
one hundred and seventy-five students gathered in Burlington 
to participate in the first festival. From this small be-
ginning the festival grew steadily year by year until, in 
1936, twenty-six hundred boys and girls in twenty-eight glee 
clubs, ten bands, and seventeen orchestras from forty-four 
1Bery1 M. Harrington, Vermont State Report, MSNC 
Yearbook, 1924, p. 399. 
2Beryl M. Harrington, Vermont Report, MSNC Year-
book, 1926, p. 153. 
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schools gave a series of _programs _lasting two days. Mr. 
Holmes attributed this to the fact that, if children are 
interested, parents and friends will be interested. And 
interested parents will follow children on tour. The im-
portance of the spectacular part of band music cannot be 
overlooked. Mr. Noble, the Commissioner of Education, 
said, "The parents came with children from small towns and 
saw larger bands with more equipment--went home and got 
more equipment of their own." 
The contest spirit prevailed in 1928 as all orchestras 
played a given numbe~ in the afternoon concert. The orch-
estra from Orleans, concluded to be the best all-round group, 
was disqualified by the judges because the director played. 
In the evening there was a concert by the various orchestras, 
solos by individual member~, and the massed orchestra played 
one number to close the first program. 
In 1929 the orchestras were classified according to 
size of school, experience, etc. by the National rules, and 
each class played a contest number. One orchestra from Barre, 
vermont was not allowed to play because it was not a school 
orchestra. 
The Exchange Club, after the second year, just dis-
solved. The third year, a new club sponsored the festival, 
the Lions Club of Burlington. The Lions were very enthusi-
astic about the whole affair however, and, under their spon-
sorship the festival has advanced to ita present place of 
statewide recognition. Still more credit goes to the Lions 
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for, as the festival grew, so did the expenses; but they 
stood back of it all and never dampened the expenditure. 
This third year festival was still a one-day affair 
for instrumental organizations only. It was conducted as a 
contest, with twelve orchestras and two bands participating. 
These groups played their programs in the afternoon from a 
selected list, including the contest number. They were 
given a rating sheet and, in the light of future criticisms, 
it was not too bad. At night individual orchestras were 
heard, then all combined into a massed orchestra playing 
four selections to close the evening concert. Hence--the 
swing toward the concert, rather than the contest, festival. 
The first All-Vermont Orchestra played under the 
direction of Harry E. Whittemore, supervisor of music at 
Somerville, Massachusetts, who served that capacity for 
eight years. When vocal music was introduced in 1931, Mr. 
Francis L. Findlay of the New England Conservatory of Music, 
conducted the chorus, continued for five years, and conducted 
the All-Vermont Orchestra in 1937. The vocal part of the 
festival, because of its simplicity of preparation and prop-
erty, grew so rapidly that, in a few years, the number of 
students participating in glee clubs and the All-Vermont 
Chorus outnumbered all other groups. The band, 0f course, 
was yet in its infancy, but already in the stages of rapid 
growth. 
The first attempt at chorus work in 1930 was very 
poor. Ten glee clubs from three schools participated in 
Burlington High School on the Friday night before the contests, 
using two or _three selections as they chose. Then they sang 
together from the floor of the auditorium, not grouped ac-
cording to parts, with alarming results. But with the devel-
opment of the All-State Chorus under Mr. Findlay, there re-
sulted a grand chorus which has continued to the present. 
The· original festival was of the contest nature with 
the schools divided into classes and awards given for such 
items as tone production, tune, attention to the director, 
bowing, etc. Supervisors did not like the ratings and the 
contest idea and it was modified to a semi-contest in 1931. 
Groups still played a c.ontest number and anything they chose; 
it did not have to be from a selected list. They received 
a framed certificate marked as in the previous years and 
then later received the rating sheets of all orchestras. 
Of course the ratings were secret and each group knew only 
his own rating, but they could see how their own group com-
pared with the others. But it was felt that the contest 
feature really defeated the main purpose of the festival 
and later that year all competition was eliminated. 
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During this change from the contest to the concert 
festival in the early years, people wondered if, in remov-
ing the contest, the incentive would be destroyed. They 
found that it certainly did not; that music could be one 
of the greatest factors in world peace; that in Vermont 
children come together as friends. Since that year out-
standing music critics have been secured to furnish constructive 
criticism for the directors of the participating organiza-
tions and such men as Osbourne McConathy and Dean John P. 
Marshall have given their service in this capacity. And, 
of course, Mr. Holmes bas served each year as director and 
has given tirelessly of his time and interest. 
The real beginning of state-wide participation came 
in 1931 when instrumental and choral organizations from 
twenty-two schools were represented in a two~day festival. 
The All-State Chorus was formed, to combine with the Orch-
estra. Three concerts were given, one on Friday evening by 
the glee clubs, another Saturday afternoon by bands and orch-
estras, and on Saturday evening by the All-State Orchestra 
and Chorus. This included ten glee clubs, five bands, and 
twelve orchestras. 
The spectacular part of the festival, the band pag-
eantry, came to life in 1932 when the first parade was held. 
This proved to be the biggest boost yet, as represented by 
the tremendous increase to 1936. The number of schools 
jumped from twenty-two to fifty-four, glee clubs from ten 
to twenty-eight, bands from five to ten, and orchestras 
from twelve to seventeen. The band was on its way up, and 
would eventually take the place of the orchestra. 
It was this year that there began the selection~ of 
players and singers, the contest was abandoned, and groups 
played and sang two selections of their own choosing . Mr. 
McConathy wrote criticisms and everything was very much as 
it is nol'T. There was a vast improvement over former years, 
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as various groups had gone a long way toward more artistic 
and better planned programs. 
The 1933 festival was very similar except that Dean 
Marshall criticised instead of Mr. McConathy. Francis 
Findlay directed the All-State Chorus of four _hundred voices. 
The 1934 glee club concert on friday night, May 4, 
included groups ranging in size from twenty to one hundred, 
with approximately five hundred presenting programs. The 
Saturday morning parade was larger, with about a thousand 
student marchers. At the close of the parade, massed bands 
played two marches on the high school lawn--a prelude to 
an All-State Band. 
In the afternoon concert, eight bands and eleven 
orchestras were heard playing one selection from their own 
library. These organizations ranged in size from eighteen 
to fifty members, and were alternated between bands and 
orchestras so that neither type of music became monotonous. 
Mr. McConathy, of Silver Burdett Publishing Co., was the 
critic at all concerts and had been since 1932. He had 
been provided with previous information such as age of stu-
dent, opportunity for lessons, amount of practice per week, 
etc. Harry E. Whittemore again (since 1929) directed the 
All-State Orchestra of about two hundred and fifty players, 
and Francis Findlay directed the All-State Chorus of about 
six hundred voices. 
On May 3 and 4, 1935 the eighth annua l festival was 
held in Burlington with forty-two schools represented in all. 
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The parade included more than two thousand marchers and 
twelve bands. At the close of the parade the massed band 
again assembled on the high school lawn and played four 
marches, conducted by George Holt Slater of Bennington, 
Vermont. Ten bands and sixteen orchestras performed at 
the afternoon performance where Osbourne McConathy, for 
the third year, served as music critic. In the evening, 
Francis Findlay directed the All-State Chorus of seven 
hundred voices, and for the seventh year Harry E. Whitte-
more directed the All-State Orchestra of two hundred and 
sixty members. 
Mr. McConathy, the festival critic, appeared before 
the audience at the evening concert and noted with satis-
faction that with each succeeding festival the quality of 
work grew better. He urged a more hearty support of music 
as a vital, regular, every-day subject in the curriculum, 
and set a standard of one hour a day for music in regular 
school hours, a goal already realized in many places at 
that time. He urged: 
that the aim of education is to fit children to live 
with their neighbors in brotherliness and friendly co-
ordination and reasoned that when children learn to play 
and sing in harmony together they are learning the most 
important educational lessons.l 
The 1936 festival, held on the first two days in May, 
found some twenty-eight hundred student musicians from 
lEditorial, "Record Attendance at Final Concert of 
State Music Festival", The Burlington Free Press and Times, 
Burlington, Vt., Burlington Free Press, May 6, 1935, p. 10. 
fifty-four schools descending upon the city of Burlington. 
Included in this group, for the first time on record, were 
the representatives in the All-State Chorus from Brattleboro 
High School, under the direction of Harriett T. Eastman. 
There were ten bands in the parade and again, at the close 
of the parade, four marches were played by the massed bands 
on the high school lawn. In the Saturday afternoon concert 
there were ten bands and seventeen orchestras represented. 
In spite of a recent illness, Harry E. Whittemore conducted 
the three hundred piece concert orchestra, and Francis 
Findlay again directed the six hundred voice chorus. 
The festival critic, Osbourne McConathy, noted that 
a keen appreciation of the individual directors for choosing 
the music appropriate to their group enabled every club to 
perform to better advantage. The students, also having 
attended previous festivals and heard other clubs, developed 
new standards and willingly worked for a higher attainment. 
There was a great gain in general stage presence and in the 
finish of the choruses. 
It was this year that the two schools of thought 
regarding music festivals versus contests came to light in 
Jacobs' Band Monthly, published in Boston. It carried two 
articles, one by Paul E. Wiggin, director of instrumental 
music in the public high schools of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, 
entitled "A Justification of the Contest," and the other by 
Adrian E. Holmes of Burlington, director of the vermont Music 
Festival, on "The Case for the Festival." The pros and cons 
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have already been discussed at length in previous chapters 
of this work. Mr. Holmes closed his article with a brief 
review of the Vermont Music Festival, since it was organized 
in 1928. He said that after three years of conducting it 
as a music contest, it was decided to eliminate the compe-
titive principle and stress specific criticisms of the work 
of each unit, so that each organization strives to improve 
on its own record year after year; also observing the work 
of others and getting inspiration from taking part in the 
All-State Orchestra and Chorus. 
Those who have followed the Vermont l4usic Festival 
development will be inclined to agree with Mr. Holmes that 
it has demonstrated contests are not necessary to encourage 
young musicians to do their best, and all the bitterness 
which comes from defeat, just or unjust, is eliminated. 
For the tenth annual festival, May 7 and 8, 1937, 
some very real changes were made, for the sake of improve-
ment. At a meeting of the Music Festival Committee of the 
Headmasters' Club of vermont, held in Montpelier on November 9, 
1936, five members of this committee and Mr. Holmes came 
to the conclusion that the number of boys and girls attend-
ing the festival must be reduced. To accomplish this, each 
principal and supervisor \'las requested to reduce to the 
minimum the number of pupils sent from the school. The 
festival committee would meet with Mr. Holmes to consider 
these applications, passing upon the number of puplls re-
quested for representation in each activity. Thus the com-
mittee would make total pupil allowances from each school. 
The orchestra was reduced one hundred from the previous 
year; the chorus reduced two hundred. Each participant in 
the All-State group had to present a card signed by his 
director stating that the student had satisfactorily prac-
ticed his or her parts. The total representation was fifty-
one schools, including nine bands, sixteen orchestras, and 
twenty-eight glee clubs, plus the All-State representatives. 
About two thousand students paraded and, to commem-
orate the tenth anniversary, the massed bands played the 
arranged six numbers at the close of the parade, but at 
City Hall Park instead of on the high school lawn. They 
were conducted by a newcomer at the festival, Paul E. 
Wiggin, Director of Instrumental Music, Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island, who was soon to become a prominent figure in future 
festivals. 
Four concerts were given: one Friday evening by 
glee clubs, two by bands and orchestras on Saturday after-
noon, and the climaxing Saturday evening concert by the 
All-State Orchestra and Chorus. Francis Findlay, former 
critic and conductor of the festival chorus, directed the 
All-State Orchestra of one hundred and seventy musicians 
from twenty-nine schools. Walter H. Butterfield, Director 
of Music, Providence, Rhode Island conducted the All-State 
Chorus of six hundred and fourteen voices from forty-one 
schools. There is also record of Brattleboro High School 
being represented in both the All-State groups, the chorus 
members again under Harriett T. Eastman, and the orchestra 
members under the direction of Mr. F. c. Leitsinger. 
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This years group was smaller than in 1936 but the 
quality of work was far superior to that of previous years 
and was most encouraging to those who were working to develop 
real musicianship in the high school students of the state. 
Mr. McConathy, having served in a similar capacity for 
several years, had seen the development and improvement in 
playing and singing. As an institution be felt "its musical 
childhood had been passed and adolescence reached--much 
learned but full maturity not yet attained".l 
In 1938, the All-State Band was added to the already 
existing Orchestra and Choral groups. The number of schools 
participating jumped from fifty-one to sixty-seven, with 
twenty-six hundred boys and girls enjoying the festival. 
The event was held earlier this year, on April 29 and 30, 
for the New England Music Festival was to be held in Burl-
ington on May 20 and 21, 1938. Unfortunately rain prevented 
the parade for the first time in its eleven year history. 
The number of bands remained the same as in 1937 
(with nine), but the orchestras increased in number from 
sixteen to twenty-one, and the glee clubs from twenty-eight 
to thirty-five. Brattleboro High was again represented in 
both All-State Orchestra and Chorus with Harriett T. Eastman 
in charge of both groups this year. That the Brattleboro 
school department was administratively aware of the music 
lEdi to rial, "Music Festival Reaches Climax11 , The 
Burlington Free Press and Times, Burlington, vt., Burl-
ington Free Press, May 10, 1937, p. 11. 
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festival is recorded in the fact that Joseph E. Wiggin, 
principal of Brattleboro High School, was also president 
of the Headmasters' Club of Vermont. In this capacity he 
spoke for his club at the Saturday night concert as one of 
the sponsors of the festival. 
The number of concerts were the same as in 1937, 
with the addition of the All-State Band group at the Sat-
urday evening concert. This band of one hundred and fifty 
instrumentalists was conducted by the newcomer who directed 
last years massed band, Paul E. Wiggin, of Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island. Francis Findlay conducted the All-State Orchestra 
of one hundred and seventy-five pieces for the second year, 
and his eighth year at the festival. Walter H. Butterfield 
again conducted the All-State Chorus of six hundred and 
fifty voices for the second year, and his fourth year at 
the festival. For his sixth year, Osbourne McConathy was 
critic-judge of the festival. The All-State Band was a 
most striking addition to the festival. Band players wore 
the band uniforms of their individual schools, and thus the 
stage showed a varicolored array of gold braid and brass 
buttons. 
The twelfth annual All·-State Festival of 1939 ran 
from May 4 to May 6, a three day affair. The same number 
of schools participated as in 1938, with sixty-seven, but 
the number of concerts increased from four to seven. The 
first was on Thursday evening, a concert by soloists and 
small ensembles. The All-State Band, conducted by Paul E. 
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Wiggin was moved ahead to Friday in a spot by itself. On 
Saturday afternoon there were four concerts, t'1o by glee 
clubs and two by bands and orchestras. On Saturday evening 
they returned to the 1937 plan of just All-State Orchestra 
and Chorus. 
This years All-State Chorus of seven hundred singers 
from fifty-six schools was again conducted by Walter H. 
Butterfield. The All-State Orchestra of two hundred instru-
mentalists from thirty-three schools had a new conductor 
from Worcester, Massachusetts, Albert Wassell, Director of 
Instrumental Music in Worcester Classical High School, who 
was also to become a prominent and enduring figure in the 
Vermont festival. 
Brattleboro High School was represented only by the 
All-State Chorus members this year. At a music educators 
meeting there was discussed the possibility of district or 
regional festivals which might enable students to hear more 
of each others' playing and get multiplied experience them-
selves. This, it was thought, might in no way interfere 
with the State Festival. Little did they know that the 
complexities of the post war era, especially the inflationary 
cost of travel, would make a split in this existing festival 
a necessity. 
At the final concert Osbourne McConathy, in commenting 
upon the almost unbelievable development of the festival, 
said it had become such a forward movement that the super-
visors must stake out new goals to keep ahead of the trend. 
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He felt the work must be made more intensive and the vision 
and reach ever broader. He paid tribute to Adrian E. Holmes 
who, more than any other one person, had the vision to bring 
about the present result. 
On May 2, 3, and 4, 1940, out of ninety-eight schools 
in Vermont eligible to participate in the thirteenth annual 
Music Festival, sixty-seven were represented. There were 
forty-two glee clubs, twenty orchestras, and twelve bands, 
and the festival parade was one and one-half miles long. 
Brattleboro High was again represented only by All-State 
Chorus members. The concerts were essentially the same in 
number and in grouping as in 1939. 
The All-State Band of two hundred and thirty-five 
pieces from thirty-six high schools was again under the 
direction of Paul E. Wiggin. It is interesting to note that 
the cornet soloist on the program was Stephen Farnum, direc-
tor of music at East Providence, Rhode Island. The band 
was getting too large and unwieldly and was in for some 
study and resulting changes. 
The All-State Orchestra of one hundred and seventy-
five players from thirty-eight schools was again directed 
by Albert Wassell of Worcester, Massachusetts, and the 
All-State Chorus of seven hundred and fifty voices from 
fifty-seven schools remained unde~ the directorship of 
Walter H. Butterfield. At the final concert Adrian E. 
Holmes was brought before the microphone by the critic-
judge Osbourne McConathy and called the "second citizen of 
Vermont" and the "spark plug" of the festival.l 
The fourteenth annual event, held May 8, 9, and 10, 
1941, beheld an increase in festival participation to thirty-
three hundred students from seventy-three schools. The 
number of concerts were increased from seven to nine by 
adding an extra one on Thursday evening to provide for the 
many soloists and small ensembles that were entered, and 
another on Saturday afternoon to take care of the added 
choral groups. 
The problem of the large unwieldly band was somewhat 
solved by splitting it into two bands of one hundred and 
fifty members each. It was felt that this would ~e better 
than cutting down the applications to just one band when 
the band candidates were rapidly multiplying and improving 
each year. Besides, the policy of this festival was to use 
as many qualified students as possible. The major drawback 
was that both the red and blue bands could not rehearse 
at the same time with one conductor, so rehearsal time (and 
selections too) had to be cut in half. Paul E. Wiggin 
conducted both groups, which represented thirty-seven schools. 
The influx of bandmen, however, did help out the parade, which 
was able to feature seventeen bands. 
lEditorial, "Music Festival Closes After Reaching New 
Mark of Success", The Burlington Free Press and Times, Burl-
ington, Vt., Burlington Free Pres~May 6, 1940, p. 10. 
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Albert Wassell again conducted the All-State Orchestra 
which included one hundred and ninety members representing 
thirty-four schools. The enormous All-State Chorus 9f 
eight hundred voices from sixty-two schools continued under 
the direction of Walter H. Butterfield. We find Brattleboro 
again represented only in the All-State Chorus. 
With the increase in the number of concerts came the 
need for additional critics. This year they were: Harry R. 
i'filson of Columbia University (assistant profes sor of music 
education e.t the time), Elmer Wilson of Nashua, New Hampshire, 
Nina B. Bailey of Gorham, Maine, and Ippocrates Pappoutsakis 
of the University of Vermont. Harry ¥Tilson, in his festival 
speech, commended "the wisdom which had inspired Mr. Holmes 
to remove competition from the festival".l 
Vermont was the · only state in this entire area to 
carry through a state festival in the 1942 season. It was 
the fifteenth annual, held on May 7, 8, and 9, in spite of 
many complications. Seventy-nine schools were represented, 
including seventeen bands, seventeen orchestras, and sixty 
glee clubs. Osbourne NcConathy, Elmer l'Tilson, and Ippocrates 
Pappoutsakis returned as critics, together with Enos Held 
of Concord, Massachusetts, and Miss Gladys Pitcher of c. c. 
Birchard Company of Boston, Massachusetts. 
lEditorial, "More Than 3,000 Persons Hear All-State 
Chorus, Orchestra", The Burlington Free Press and Times, 
Burlington, Vt., Burlington Free Press, May 12:-1941, p. 16. 
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The number of concerts remained the same as in 1941. 
Paul E. Wiggin, now instrumental music director at West 
Springfield, Massachusetts, directed the All-State Bands, 
Albert Wassell directed the two hundred piece All-State 
Orchestra, and, for his sixth year, Walter H. Butterfield 
directed the Chorus of six hundred students. Brattleboro 
High School had student members in this group. 
Tribute was again paid to Mr. Holmes as Walter H. 
Butterfield, in hi s concert comments, briefly stated that 
nthe festival was a brain child of Adrian E. Holmes and to 
his vision, his hard work, and his ability to inspire be-
longed the present living organization, more than to any 
other11 .1 
There was no Vermont State Music Festival planned 
in the year 1943, due to problems of transportation and 
limited housing facilities in Burlington, caused by war-
time conditions. The obstacles seemed too many to over-
come. In 1944 the festival committee, fee ling the need 
for such an event in the time of stress and anxiety, plan-
ned a two- day affair to be held on May 12 and 13 at Burl-
ington. Plans were completed, schools were registered, 
and conductors engaged, but on February 10, 1944 the War 
Committee on Conventions in Washington cancelled the event 
lEdi to rial, 11 Concert By All-State Chorus and Orchestra 
Called Best Ever Heard At Music Festival", The Burlington 
Free Press and Times, Burlington, Vt., Burlington Free Press, 
May 11, 194~p. 9. 
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because of travel conditions. In 1945 no attempt was made 
to have a festival. 
On May 9, 10, and 11, 1946 the festival again came 
to life, with seventy-three schools, including Brattleboro 
High School chorus members, registering for the event. A 
parade, with eighteen bands and over four thousand students 
in the line of march, took one hour to pass a given point. 
Mr. Pappoutsakis and Miss Pitcher returned as critics, to-
gether with Howard A. Nettleton of Concord, New Hampshire, 
Charles A. Woodbury of Keene, New Hampshire, and Irvin 
Cooper of Montreal, Canada. Paul E. Wiggin had an All-State 
Band representing thirty-seven schools, Albert Wassell's 
orchestra numbered one hundred and fifty, and former critic 
l Osbourne McConathy directed this years chorus of seven hundred 
voices. 
It was in the year 1947 that the International Festival 
of School Music passed from an idealistic dream to an actual 
reality. For many years it had been the belief of a small 
band of music educators, especially Mr. Holmes, that school 
music could be a means of establishing international cultural 
relations on a basis of mutual understanding and common pur-
pose, unattainable by any other medium of international com-
munication. 
Not content with dreaming and philosophizing, this 
enthusiastic group of school music teachers applied their 
talents to the task of selecting an ideal instrument as a 
medium for the development of international goodwill through 
• 
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school music and the basic plan of an International Festival 
emerged. In order to derive a practical culmination of this 
idea, leading music educators from the New England States 
and the State of New York met representatives from Eastern 
Canada. They quickly established an accord through inter-
change of idealisms, aims and objectives and general g~od 
fellowship, which diplomatic corps could not achieve in 
centuries of formal discussions. 
Each group representative$ came to the conferences in 
Burlington, Vermont and Montreal, Canada with a very clear 
cut mandate from their respective associations. Where diver-
gent opinions might have jeopardized the Fes,tival project, 
personal and group policies were voluntary and without resent-
ment subjugated to whatever over-all decision appeared to be 
in the best interests of the Festival. Adrian E. Holmes was 
elected Vice-President for the New Englan~ States. The cul-
mination of the Festival was reached in Montreal on April 24, 
25, and 26, 1947. 
The following May 8, 9, and 10, Burlington was host 
to a still much larger music festival. From the eighty-three 
schools represented there were seventy-two choruses and twenty-
three bands entered, but only eleven orchestras, indicating 
a decline in that field which we are now attempting to re-
build. The nine previously scheduled concerts now became 
ten, for the two Saturday afternoon concerts by bands and 
orchestras had to be increased to three. The returning 
critics, Irvin .Cooper, Mr. Pappoutsakis, 1..fr. Nettleton, 
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now of Belmont, Massachusetts, Elmer Wilson, and Miss Pitcher, 
were augmented by Howard Bennett of Burlington. Brattleboro 
High School was again getting more interested in the festival 
and entered students in both the All-State Orchestra and 
Chorus. 
The twentieth anniversary program in 1947 was dedicated 
to two men outside of Vermont who, for many years, gave gener-
ously of their assistance, suggestions, and musical skill 
and experience to the success of their festivals. Osbourne 
McConathy, who died just before the festival, bad for fifteen 
years been a critic or conductor who brought a wide experience 
in public school music work, and was thus able to tell them 
what was wrong, what was good, and what would be ideal. 
Walter H. Butterfield had been associated with the festival 
for about ten years as conductor of the chorus. He had as 
many as seven hundred singers from many schools to weld into 
a creditable performance. Only his retirement from active 
service prevented his still being a festival conductor. 
Last year's critic, Charles A. Woodbury of Keene, New Hamp-
shire became the director of the 1947 All-State Chorus. 
The entire Brattleboro High School Band attended the 
May 6, 7, and 8, 1948 festival under the direction of Mr. 
Roger Dietz, now of Natick, Massachusetts. They paraded in 
the morning, with the other bands, and auditioned in the 
afternoon. The choir also auditioned in the afternoon, 
under the direction of Katherine E. Gates. Brattleboro stu-
dents were also represented in the All-State Band, Orchestra, 
and Chorus. 
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Ninety schools were enrolled, and as in 194l ·and 1942 
it was again necessary to divide the All-State Band into two 
separate units. Visiting critics included Howard Pierce of 
New London, Connecticut, Gordon Jones of Stanstead, Quebec, 
William F. Phillip of Collegeville, Pennsylvania, and Fay 
Swift of Ilion, New York, combined with the returning Howard 
Nettleton and Gladys Pitcher. Fortunately the three festival 
conductors returned this year. 
On May 5, 6, and 7, 1949, forty-five bands, thirty-
eight orchest+.as, and eighty-four choruses from ninety schools 
gathered for the twenty-second year of the festival. Brattle-
boro again sent its entire band and choir for the auditions, 
and their band led the one and one-half hour parade of forty-
five hundred music students, including thirty-seven bands. 
And as usual t hey entered students in the festival orchestra, 
band, and chorus. 
Irvin Cooper, Howard Pierce, Howard Nettleton, William 
Phillip, Fay Swift, and Gladys ·Pitcher were familiar critics, 
assisted by Richard Stoehr of St. Micheal's College and 
Donald M. Gay of Auburn, Maine. There were two All-State 
Bands of over two hundred players each, under the familiar 
Paul E. \q"iggin, now of Augusta, Maine. The All-State Chorus 
of six hundred voices was again directed by Charles A. 
Woodbury, and the All-State Orchestra of one hundred and 
seventy-five pieces continued under Albert W. Wassell, now 
of Trenton, New Jers~y. 
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Among the visitors at the Festival were a group of 
twenty-five people from Sherbrooke, Quebec. They came down 
to see ho'\lr the affair was run, as they were planning to start 
a festival of their own in the near future. There was also 
another group from Canada representing L'Association des 
Fanfares Amateu~s de la Province de Quebec. There . are ten 
towns and cities in this organization. 
The 1950 and 1951 Vermont Music Festivals were very 
similar to that of 1949, for large problems had fairly well 
straightened out. Brattleboro High School again dropped 
back to sending All-State members only, the cost being too 
great to send their units from one end of the state to the 
other. Some critics returned, others were added. In 1950, 
Irvin Cooper, Howard Pierce, Howard Nettleton, and Gladys 
Pitcher returned; Frances Settle and Arnold Manganelli of 
Boston, Massachusetts were new. In 1951, Arnold Manganelli, 
Mrs. Settle, Mr. Nettleton, and Miss Pitcher returned, sup-
ported by Harrison Jones of Montreal, Canada, Robert Sault 
of Lawrence, Massachusetts, and Leta Whitney of Boston, 
Massachusetts. The parades involved about forty-five hun-
dred students, with the number of bands dropping back to 
thirty-five. The All-State conductors returned in the same 
capacity. 
In sincere appreciation and gratitude, the committee 
dedicated the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Vermont Music 
Festival to their beloved director, Adrian E. Holmes, who 
initiated, inspired, and guided this great co-operative 
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effort from its inception through twenty-f~ve years of 
development of higher standards of music in the schools of 
the state by his unfailing interest, enthusiasm, . and energy, 
culminating each year in the grand festival of music rendered 
by thousands of students who strive to be chosen for this 
occasion. His influence and spirit have been the spark of 
life and backbone of this enterprise, resulting in advanced 
interest in and appreciation of music, scholarships for 
furthering this interest, a greater desire for the cultural 
benefits derived from musical attainment, possibly the 
beginning of some great musical careers, and a record of 
achievement and satisfaction in the life of every participa-
ting student. 
This event was held on May 8, 9, and 10, 1952 with 
five thousand students from ninety-four schools participating. 
The five and one-half mile parade, with forty-four bands 
and drum corps, lasted two hours. An outdoor concert by 
the combined Red and Blue Bands of four hundred and fifty 
pieces followed the parade. The six concert marches and 
the Star Spangled Banner were conducted by Adrian Holmes 
and Paul Wiggin. 
The number of choruses increased to eighty, bands 
to thirty-three, and the orchestra again dropped, the 
number being six. There has been no great change in the 
number of schools participating in the last three years. 
The eight critics were veterans of t his festival, some 
having been there for several years. The seasoned All-State 
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conductors were available to help celebrate the occasion. 
The All-State Chorus, instead of performing several shorter 
selections, decided to do one ma.jor work, the "St. Cecelia 
Mass" of Charles Gounod. The final concert number was a 
special arrangement for orchestra and chorus of 110 God Our 
Help in Ages Past" by Gladys Pitcher of c. c. Birchard & Co. 
and dedicated to the Twenty-Fifth vermont Music Festival. 
Every single person in the packed hall stood in 
spontaneous tribute as the slight figure who has 
sparked the festival these twenty-five years mod-
estly accepted the roar of applause that accompanied 
surprise gifts for him and Mrs. Holmes.l 
It is said that his whole body and soul is wrapped 
up in music and it was be who conceived the idea of the 
different schools of the state getting together in a mus-
ical event. During many of the early years of the state 
festival Mr. Holmes did all of the work of organization. 
There were no committees that worked out the details. 
There was a large committee ma.de up of headmasters and 
supervisors which passed upon general over-all plans, but 
the details to be worked out were left to him. The Lions 
Club did their work much as they do nm'l. 
In October or early November application blanks 
were mailed to all of the schools, a custom still prevail-
ing. They were to be mailed back to him by the last of 
November, as it now the case, with the number of nominations. 
lEdi to rial, 11 Audience Pays Holmes Standing Tribute At 
Band Concert; Given Surprise Gifts", The Burlington Free 
Press, Burlington, Vt., Burlington Press, May 10, 1952, p. 11. 
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After getting these blanks he went about alone making up 
the All-State Orchestra, Chorus, and later, Bands. As the 
decisions were to be made by him, some of the following 
problems existed: Invariably many more student musicians 
were nominated than could be taken; someone had to be cut. 
In cutting, he had to consider the size of the school, the 
size of the music department, and the problems faced by the 
small school. (He made every effort to help the small 
school.) Many times the quota given a school left out a 
good player or singer. Perhaps there were three seniors, 
all equally good, and he had chosen two. What should be 
done? Sometimes a school would not get an application 
blank in until after the All-State organizations were made 
up. What was to be done? The easy thing was to say the 
application was late, therefore nothing can be done this 
year. However things were not as simple as that. Some-
times a blank was mislaid in a school and a new supervisor 
did not get it on time. There were several cases where 
either a supervisor or principal was going to be in trouble 
with the parents if the application was turned down. 
His job, as he regarded it, was not to find an easy 
way out, but to help those people who were in trouble. Mr. 
Holmes never turned down any school that had a real problem. 
In a few cases waiting a year worked out satisfactorily. 
When it did not, as in most cases, he worked out with the 
supervisor and principal the problem of accepting as small 
a number as possible, taking only seniors unless there was 
a very good reason for including underclassmen. 
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Mr. Holmes feels certain that working out these prob-
lems with the supervisors and principals not only solved an 
immediate local problem, but that it helped greatly in the 
development of the festival. In other words, the festival 
existed for the schools and was not just a big show that 
cared nothing for the individual that made it up. 
In his opinion a festival should be so organized that 
it will run smoothly in order not to ruin a good program. 
Therefore many problems must be solved in planning rehearsals, 
programs, and parades. Great attention to details must be 
given. Little slips here and there can spoil the entire 
event. Proper balls, arrangements for seating , and comfort-
able arrangements for the conductors must be carefully plan-
ned or rehearsals will be thrown off schedule and nerves 
will be upset. Every detail of a concert should be so care-
fully planned that a conductor bas nothing to think about 
except the success of his program. 
Mr. Holmes tried to carry all these details in his 
mind, but realizes that no good would come from them unless 
he had received co-operation from the supervisors, principals, 
Lions and students. One of the many pleasant memories he 
will always have of his twenty-five years as director of 
the state festival will be the wonderful co-operation which 
he received to the fullest extent. 
Mr. Holmes believes that a festival director is there 
to help people, and when problems arise he should find a way 
out. He should do his best to think ahead, and not let 
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problems develop if it is possible to do so. Experience 
taught Mr. Holmes that the festival director has a real job 
to do, and that be should not spare himself in helping others. 
What bas made the Vermont Music Festival successful? 
That is a question that is often implied by the questions 
that are asked. Mr. Holmes tried to assure this from his 
point of view. There are no first, second, and third factors, 
all factors are equally important; therefore, the first dis-
cussed is not more important than the last. 
He began with the Headmasters' Club of Vermont, for 
this organization decides whether or not a festival is to be 
held. This group of school people must decfde, from the ad-
ministrative angle as well as from the direct educational 
viewpoint, as to what will be best for the young people under 
their care. Upon the members of this club falls the direct 
responsibility for all of the students who leave their schools 
and come to Burlington for this festival. This requires 
organization of many details. These men have never been 
found wanting either as a club or as individuals in doing 
their part of this festival work. 
No festival can be conducted on a very large scale 
without financial backing and an enormous amount of local 
organization. Too much credit for this work could never be 
given to the Lions' Club of Burlington. They use real busi-
ness judgment on the financial problems. They organize 
the securing of rooms, and have kept the original plan of 
providing .these free of charge to the visiting students. 
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They take charge of all advertising, sale of tickets, hand-
ling_ of traffic, arranging of equipment and many other de-
tails. They do all this with as genuine an interest in the 
event as the teachers t hemselves. Having this work done by 
an experienced group of men is of great importance in an 
undertaking pf this kind. 
Upon the music supervisors falls the responsibility 
of training the students. The careful painstaking work of 
this group of teachers is many times overlooked. Only at 
the concerts given by the individual bands, orchestras, and 
glee clubs are the supervisors seen with their students. 
In order for the conductors of the All-State organizations 
to be able to mold these large groups into smooth-working 
units, the students must be thoroughly trained before coming 
to Burlington. All music used by the All-State Chorus must 
be memorized, and no student is allowed in rehearsals with 
his music. Music is used at rehearsals and in concerts by 
the All-State Band and Orchestra, but it must be thoroughly 
learned by the students before rehearsals in Burlington. 
The supervisors, by working many hours with the young people 
in preparation for these excellent programs, provide the 
foundation on which the structure is built. 
The value of the work of the All-State conductors 
-
who have given so many years to the Vermont Festival can 
never be overestimated. These men, because they know the 
situation, can plan their programs well, and the organiza-
tions really become their organizations. The young people 
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look forward with great anticipation to the time when they 
may have the opportunity of playing or singing under the 
direction of men who have become an integral part of the 
festival. These men leave impressions that will never be 
forgotten. 
The students and supervisors in their ind1 vidual 
organizations are anxious to know how improvement may be 
secured. The critic's work, while not conspicuous to the 
casual observer, is of great importance in' the further 
development of the music program. 
There are many other contributing factors which 
have been of real value. The loyal interest and fine co-
operation of the people of Burlington in opening their 
homes, the excellent support given by the parents of the 
young people from all parts of the state, the genuine in-
terest manifested by the press and broadcasting stations, 
are only some of the acts of helpfulness that have been 
given. 
All of these f actors combine and create a genuine 
spirit of co-operation and good-will which is ev'erywhere 
manifest throughout the festival. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SOUTHERN VERMONT lviDSIC AUDITION FESTIVAL 
The Brattleboro High School music department had for 
some time nominated and sent student members to the All-
State groups in Burlington. In the spring of 1948 and 1949 
the school department sent the entire band and choir to 
audition and parade. Unfortunately, at that time, infla-
tionary prices on transportation and meals took its toll. 
Brattleboro was the southernmost town of any size to parti-
cipate in the festival, being only eight miles from the 
Massachusetts border. Burlington is in the northern part 
of the state, one hundred and forty-five miles away, and 
the only city able to continually house and provide for 
the festival demands. The cost of the busses alone de-
voured the music budget for the entire year. 
Then still another problem arose. The All-State 
members left on a Thursday morning for Burlington, but the 
bulk of the band and choir had to arise at 4:30 A.M. Satur-
day morning to take the 5 or 5:30A.M. busses. The trip 
was at least four hours, usually five or more, and the par-
ade was held in the forenoon. Imagine the condition of 
teenagers arriving in Burlington for a parade, after rising 
at that hour and taking an unfamiliar bus trip over the 
hilly Vermont countryside? Parents complained that it 
took several days for their children to recover from the 
long, tiring, and usually ill-resulting day. 
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From an educational viewpoint, as well as the tremen-
. dous financial one mentioned, the day was wasted. Those 
that were not sick did manage to see a few other units audi-
tion in the afternoon but spent much time in getting ready 
for the audition, and returning equipment and property after 
the short audition period. Then, because of the lack of 
seats at the evening concert and the fact that the entire 
group had no housing for the night, they must start the trip 
home in order to even arrive at bedtime. A trip home after 
the late concert would be absolutely out of the question. 
Being the farthest away, Brattleboro vtas the first to 
feel the pressure and drop out. Others soon felt the same 
pressure and sought a vtay out. The three largest southern 
schools, Brattleboro, Springfield, and Bellows Falls organ-
ized a Tri-To\'ln Music Festival with great success. It was 
entirely of a festival nature, and was to rotate every year. 
It started in Springfield in 1950 and completed the triangle 
in Brattleboro in 1952. Each year it gre1J"l in size and scope 
as experience ironed out mistakes. For us this was very 
economical and educationally profitable, but other schools 
wanted to join--making sponsorship and large committees a 
necessity. At the same time other large southern Vermont 
schools were talking v-rith the headmasters and supervisors 
about the festival question in general. 
The Rutland Festival 
In the early part of 1953 the Headmasters' Associa-
tion divided the Music Festival into two parts; one to be 
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held in Burlington for the northern schools, and the other 
in Rutland for the s outhern schools. Rutland had just 
previously been host to the New England Concert Festival 
and had committees and auditoriums well scheduled. The 
Rutland Lions Club was selected as sponsors of the South-
ern Vermont Music Audition Festival under the auspices of 
the Headmasters' Association and the Vermont Music Educators' 
Association. It was scheduled for Saturday, May 16, 1953 
with auditions during the morning, a parade in the after-
noon, a massed Band Concert at the fairgrounds and three 
evening concerts in ;3eparate halls. It \vas purposely held 
to a one-day affair to avoid housing and eating problems. 
In offering the evening concerts it was felt that parents 
would have an opportunity to attend the program in which 
their child participated. 
The Lions Club appointed several committees for 
over-all supervision of the Festival: . Registration and 
Information, Halls, Feeding , Adjudication Schedule, Concert 
Schedule, Parade, Tickets, Program, Advertising and Fair-
grounds. About fifty-five men from the club took an active 
part. 
Information concerning t he Festival was sent to 
southern school principals with an application. Upon re-
ceipt of the application, the school was scheduled for audi-
tions and concerts . This schedule was then forwarded for 
approval of the mus:Lc supervisor involved. Arrangements 
were made with loca l chur ches and restaurants to provide 
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well-balanced meals for the young musicians at a nominal 
fee. Advertising was accomplished by the use of window 
cards, paid newspaper advertising and news stories. The 
local radio station co-operated in publicising the Festival. 
There were fifteen hundred students and teachers 
registered. At the registrat'ion desk each participant 
was given an identification tie-on card which would admit 
the bolder to auditions and concerts free of charge. They 
were also given a Festival Program which they could take 
home as a souvenir. Each music supervisor was given a 
diagram of the hall in which his group was to perform, 
listing the stage, ready room, tune-up room, etc. Also 
included was a diagram of the parade line-up. 
The morning was given over to auditions in five halls 
and this phase of the program ran off very smoothly. Sched-
uling had its difficulties inasmuch as some musicians are 
adjudicated in three different groups. Seventeen bands, 
seven orchestras, twenty-two choirs and choral groups, and 
twelve solos and ensembles filled the morning schedule. The 
nearest schools auditioned first, and those coming the great-
est distance were last. 
The parade went through the business district down 
to the Fairgrounds and was viewed by thousands of spectators. 
There were five divisions with color guards and eighteen 
bands. At the conclusion of the parade in front of the 
Fairgrounds Grandstand, a massed band concert was held and 
many favorable comments were received relative to this 
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portion of the program. · They played five ma rches and the 
National Anthem. 
The evening concerts were held in four halls and 
were well received by all. This gave each group an oppor-
tunity to perform before the public. Not all schools re-
mained for the evening concert because of transportation 
difficulties, lack of meal funds, etc. The committees 
considered the entire event to be successful, considering 
the late notification and planning . 
The Brattleboro Festival 
The second Southern Vermont Music Audition Festival 
wa s held under the aUE!pices of the Vermont Headmasters 1 
Association and with the sponsorship of the Brattleboro 
Chamber of Commerce in Brattleboro on May 15, 1954. In 
contrast to the original Vermont Festival, the Southern 
Vermont charter specified that it must move ea ch year to 
a new location or unt .. l the list of all qualified towns 
and cities was exhaust.ed. With its new Junior-Senior High 
School and nearby modern athletic field, Brattleboro was 
the next logical area and the one most anxious to entertain 
the idea. 
This year the Bolution of all problems, complica-
tions, and complex situations rested entirely upon the 
Brattleboro system, and the first hand knowledge gained by 
this experience was of tremendous value to all of us. We 
believed that the sucoessful festival should embody every 
phase of the music work done in the school. Yet we realized 
it could not be successful if it was considered as a music 
project alone. Hanaged, governed, and controlled by the 
music teacher alone, a festival would not win the support 
of the school officials. A scheme which involves so many 
technicalities requires the help of the best authorities 
on transportation, finance, organization, publicity, and 
many other matters not related to the actual performance 
of the music. 
This was a Competition-Festival developed similarly 
to that in Rutland in. order to profit by whatever exper-
iences they had acqui.red, and adding new solutions to fit 
our own situation and the ever-changing trends. To insure 
the widest participation, to avoid misunderstanding and 
favoritism, and to provide for an equitable distribution 
of labor, it was esse·ntial that we have a central organi-
zation committee made' up of members who neither participate 
nor are directly responsible (as a supervisor) for those 
who participate in the competitive features of the meet. 
Our General Committee' was made up of interested business 
men and two high school principals. This committee appointed 
the following committees for supervision of the festival: 
Audition and Concert, Concession, Feeding, First Aid, 
Grounds, Hall, Parade~ , Publicity, Recreation, Registration, 
Tourist . Information and a treasurer. 
A written invitation and an application to attend 
the Southern Vermont Music Audition Festival were sent to 
the southern school principals by the president of the 
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Brattleboro Chamber of Commerce. Among other i terns, this 
blank asked for: the' name of the band, orchestra, chorus, 
ensemble, or soloist, and the number of students in each 
group; the total number of students being sent to the Fes-
tival; the school enrollment; the total number of directors 
and chaperones; and lf the schools desired feeding arrange-
ments, and for how me~ny? In addition, the directors were 
asked: if they wished a rating , or criticism only (using 
the standard rating sheets); if the group or groups wanted 
sight reading _tests; if they would participate in the even-
ing concert; if they would march in the pa rade, and play in 
the massed band; if they would travel by bus or car, and how 
many; if the group had a dance band; and if tympani would 
be used? 
Upon return of their answers, the Audition and Concert 
Committee proceeded iio set up a master plan and then scheduled 
auditions and concerts from it. The schools nearest Brattle-
boro were scheduled for early performances in the morning 
a nd those schools traveling the greatest distances appeared 
first on the evening • s entertainment. This enabled them to 
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get an early start towa rds home. The work of t his committee 
branched out to the Halls Committee and to the Parade Committee. 
Probably the most se J:>ious defect of organization of any music 
festival is that of t.he time schedule. The job is almost 
an insuperable one, but even if necessary to omit some events 
we would have done so rather than prolong the concerts far 
into the ni ght. It ls surprising to see what forethou ght, 
careful organization, and insistence on following schedules 
can do not only in making a festival move smoothly, but in 
maintaining interest and enthusiasm of participants and 
listeners. On the other hand, it is discouraging to note 
how demoralizing indeterminate waiting for an event is for 
everybody concerned. Punctuality makes perfection, but 
tardiness seems to develop carelessness. 
It was felt that good meals were necessary because 
of the day's heavy schedule. The young people would be 
better off eating a w·ell-planned meal than hot dogs, ham-
burgers and soda--if they could get near an eating place. 
All feeding was handled through local churches and fra-
ternal organizations. Some objections came from principals 
and supervisors about. this plan--probably because no such 
arrangements have eve~r been made at the state festival. 
Schools which preferred to do otherwise brought along box 
lunches. Each school was assigned to a building in advance 
where they were to eat at a certain time. These assignments 
bad to be dovetailed with audition and parade schedules. 
Advertising '\vas again accomplished through paid pro-
gram advertising, nevrs stories in both local and outside 
papers, the use of "~:f~Lndmv cards in Brattleboro and surroun-
ding towns, and the local radio station publicised the festi-
val on numerous programs. 
Further info~nation was also sent to the schools. 
Each school received identification tags for each student; 
a schedule of auditions and concerts; a blue print of the 
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balls where they were to perform, showing the stage, ready 
rooms, etc; First Aid information and a list of First Aid 
Stations; a diagram of the massed band layout; numbers to 
be played by the massE~d band; recreation information; and 
a list of general information pertinent to the festival 
and helpful to the participating schools. 
Each school registered at the Municipal Center upon 
arriving in Brattleboro and was furnished with a "guide" 
who stayed with them for the entire day, directing the 
students to the proper halls and eating places and giving 
them any assistance nE~eded. At this time, meal tickets 
were given out and ·eaeh student was given a program of the 
day's activities. They were assigned a "home room" for 
central property storage, heavy cases, wraps, etc. A man 
was assigned to each room to watch belongings and to police 
if necessary. The providing of places vThere the partici-
pants might assemble 1s a difficult but exceedingly im-
portant item. 
The Saturday morning auditions were held in four 
halls, with fourteen loands, six orchestras, twenty-eight 
choruses and choirs, and sixteen solos and ensembles par-
ticipating. There were two ready rooms at each ball for 
light case storage, coats, for tuning up, briefing, and 
etc. Four top ranking adjudicators were engaged to give 
criticisms and recomm"3ndations to the respective supervisors. 
They were: Robert Choate, Dean of the School of -t..be- Fine 
and Applied Arts of Boston University, Arthur Kennedy, 
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registrar of the same university, Ralph Schoonmaker, director 
of music in the Medford, Massachusetts public schools, and 
Albert Raymond, diree:tor of music in Northfield Schools, 
Northfield, Massachus.etts. 
The afternoon parade featured fifteen bands, Police, 
Junior Police, and National Guard Units and was viewed by 
thousands as they marched through the main street up to 
the high school athle~tic field. This field vTas plainly 
marked for massed bmld grouping in front of the grandstand 
and, after all units had assembled, I was privileged to 
direct a massed band of five hundred players grouped accord-
ing to instruments. The half hour concert included six 
concert marches and the National Anthem. 
In the event that rain canceled the -parade, the recrea-
tion department had :made plans to keep occupied the thousand 
students from twenty different schools. At the Community 
Building three school dance bands planned to play; at the 
Armory a square dance orchestra was in readiness; and other 
nearby halls were scheduled for continuous movies, games, 
and entertainment. 
The evening e:oncerts, as in Rutland, were given on 
schedule and each of' the three halls reported a good-sized 
audience. Competent, stage crews were available to handle 
the correct number of chairs and music stands for the instru-
mental groups. Brattleboro was the last group to play and 
all events were over at a reasonable hour. 
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A difficulty which we confronted is the disposition 
to make a show out of the occasion. To interest the local 
community and enlist the support of the local chamber of 
commerce, we were almost forced to emphasize the bigness of 
the affair--the number of pa rticipants and the probable 
amount of money that will be spent in the community. The 
wrong kind of publicity is likely to result, with emphasis 
upon the ballyhoo and sensational a spects of the event. 
The combined efforts of a happily united group can 
produce a festival of high merit. This makes the listening 
or entertainment value of the Southern Vermont Festival 
more important than the tension of a contest permits, and 
hence suggests the desirability of having the festival held 
from year to year in different towns. This is no light 
matter to decide, because the preparation f or a festival 
and the accomm?dating of the large number of participants 
and visitors, involve a great amount of work and managerial 
ability. 
On May 14, 1955 the Southern Vermont Music Audition 
Festival was held in Springfield, Vermont on the s ame plan 
as the previous two and with as much success. Plans are 
being made for the fourth annual event in 1956 but as yet 
no city or town has been selected. 
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C li~PTER VII 
SID•mt~RY and CONCLUSION 
School Music Contests, Competition-Festivals, Festi-
vals without competition elements, because of their musical, 
educational and social aspects and public relations signifi-
cance, are important adjuncts of the music education pro-
gram. The "to adjudicate or not to adjudicate" question 
still goes on with proponents of ea ch side giving little 
ground. In any event, the outlook i s that contests and 
festivals, in one form or another, continue to rep resent 
a l a r ge area of activity in school music. 
While the values of the music cont est are self-evident 
in their eff ect on the individual and the community as a 
whole, a number of authorities are recognizing certain dangers 
which must be met. Educators contend that a contest encour-
age s ill feeling instead of friendly, enjoyable experiences 
tha t music should foster. They feel that the contest causes 
too much praise for the winner and too much disappointment 
for t he loser, a conditi on which conflicts with the aims 
of education. In each class there is but one winner and 
many losers and tha t there a re more who a re disappointed 
than are gratified. They deplore the focussing of attention 
of both participants and audience upon winning a place rather 
than enjoying the music. Another disadvantage which ha s 
been pointed out is the pos sible over-emphasis on the p repar-
ation for the contest to the neglect of regular school work. 
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There is no doubt that the impetus of the contest 
has been an important factor in the phenomenal growth of 
music in our schools. It has had a decided effect upon 
raising the standards of music for the high school. A 
better quality of performance resulted from the incentive 
for intense and sustained preparation. In addition, the 
use of a better type of material selected by a special 
committee, has resulted in the wide adoption of contest 
material for regular class work. Moreover, cont ests have 
encouraged an interest in music by promoting concerts in 
which representatives in many high schools may join and 
where large numbers of students have the opportunity to 
bear other organizations perform music of outstanding 
worth which they have studied. As a vital factor in 
musical progress surely these values offset the false de-
lusions, the nervous strains, and the emphasis on the 
competitive spirit. 
Opponents refute these arguments by pointing out 
that the world needs co-operation, not competition. Co-
operation will not be fostered through contests, which 
over-stimulate students until there is that serious mental 
and nervous strain which offsets the impetus to do better 
work. Festival is a happy, joyful, good-fellowship word 
and festiva.ls are fun with a purpose, where various groups 
co- operate in a program of music. 
The term "festival" has been used to describe a 
great variety of events from a school "sing", or a pageant 
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to an elaborate "all-school", city-wide, county-wide or 
district assembling of choruses, orchestras, bands and 
smaller ensemble groups for a program--including a con-
test. If vTe called all music events "Festivals", whether 
they are competitive, non-competitive, or both, and when 
a more specific title is desired, use the name "Competi-
tion" instead of "Contest", 'V-Ie would be conforming rTi th 
world practice. Only in the United States are these com-
petition festivals called "contests". Everywhere but in 
the United States the competitive events are a part of 
the .festival. 
The contest wa s rapidly weeding out inefficient 
music teachers and it is the feeling of many tha t the 
music supervisor who is much opposed to contests is liable 
to be a teacher who is afraid to have his work definitely 
compared with the work of other teachers. 
Of the two contrasting ideas, each has played an 
important role in the development of mankind and ea ch 
doubtless has a place in the development of high school 
music. 
There is at present a strong tendency tm'lard a 
merging of the competition and festival ideas but it 
will be several years before a commonly accepted formula 
is evolved. That the competition-festivals are regarded 
as highly important adjuncts to the music education pro-
gram is self-evident. Mr. Frank A. Beach worked out a 
plan of rating rather than ranking the participants, 
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which seems to preserve the incentive and eliminate much 
of the disgruntlement which developed from the old ranking 
system. Instead of having a single winner, performing 
g roups may be placed in a series of broad categories. 
The marks of the adjudicators do not arrange the various 
participating schools in a single line of merit, but as-
sign them to classes, irrespective of how many may be of 
equal merit. Permanent results are practically impos s ible 
without competent, experienced, and unbiased judges. The 
modern plan calls for a round-table discussion of the 
c ompetition at which the judges preside and offer such 
helpful advise and criticism as may be expedient. A 
judge should give both destructive and constructive cri-
ticism, for a poor performance one year can lead to better 
and better performances in succeeding competitions. In 
my opinion, a music competition may be as definite a 
measure of achievement as an intelligence test, and perhaps 
of more practical va lue. To act as judge of a contest 
affords a large opportunity and a l a rger responsibility. 
As a climax to the festival, membe rs of groups 
from different high schools j oin forces to give a final 
concert for the general public. With the proper spirit 
t he high school festivals will become one of the most 
potent inf luences at the service of those who are inter-
ested in education through music. Music Competitions 
have done a grea t deal towa rds interesting a community 
in its schools. People take pride in organizations that 
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a re s triving towa rds perfection, whether or not they really 
reach that goal. The music department has emerged from 
obs curity and been placed on the basis of science, l abora-
tory and vo.cati onal equipment. Superintendents recognize 
music as a focus to draw the attention of citizens to the 
other departments of public school a ctivities. It is legi-
timate publicity for a city, as a stimulus and e xample to 
other cities, and leads to increased a ppropriation for 
equipment and instruction. 
The chief objective of the competiti on is the raising 
of the standa rd of achievement and we know from experience 
that evaluation is coming more and-more to be the helpful 
factor. Students should go home from the event with a firm 
desire to raise the standa rd of t heir work--not merely be-
cause they will improve their rating , but because of the 
musical experience and spiritual growth which will be t heirs. 
The most wholesome philosophy and the finest opportunity 
we have in establishing that philosophy, both in selling 
the music program to the layman and our administration, is 
to create the belief in the minds of t h e children that they 
a lways win when they do t heir best. This is a fine philosophy 
to carry over i nto life. 
Festivals help to bridge the gap between the school 
and the community, for it is just as applicable to after-
school life as to the period before graduation. It is a 
community as well as a scho ol asset. It has the elements 
essential to the development of cohesi on , co-operation, 
and comradeship, which in turn are vital to the birth and 
nourishment of 1ilhat is knovln as community spirit. If the 
school is to be the preparation for life, and life is a 
community as well as an individual affair, then the festival 
has not only a legitimate place in the school music program, 
but one of grov1ing i mpo rtance. 
Many people, other than music supervisors, should be 
included in the festival organization. The festival requires 
the contro~ling hand of a strong administrator: who is a 
good organizer, works well with people, and possesses the 
ability to get things done. A capable and sympathetic high 
school principal is just t he person, as he will be acquainted 
not only with the routine of his own school but with the 
routines of all the other schools involved. He should be 
made responsible for the general plan, while c ommittees of 
qualified business men and teachers should be assigned the 
various special tasks. And, if the units are traveling , 
the problem of transporta tion to and from the place of per-
formance should be in the hands of a t eacher or principal 
who is schooled in such routine. He need not be a musician, 
for executive ability is more important in this job than 
musical interest. 
The first school bands were small, equipped with non-
descript instruments, and played entirely from the red or 
the green march books. These bands have developed from 
what was only, in most cases, a mere ballyhoo outfit for 
the football game to a position of dignity and musical v a lue. 
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This is due to a devotion to educational standards which 
have been preached and practiced by all the leading advo-
cates of school instrumental work. A large factor in publi-
cizing high standards is the sta te and preliminary district 
contests, which have been an influence for musical progress 
wherever they have been instituted. 
There are many dangers to be avoided by local, state, 
or l a r ge committees, such as catering too much to the spec-
tacular, and seeking size in number of entries rather than 
making the attraction quality and prestige. Too insistent 
a striving to raise large sums year after year, for traveling 
long distances to competitions, may develop opposition tha t 
vlill grmv. In fact vle must always \vatch out for extremes 
in every direction. 
There are still thousands and thousands of citizens 
to whom school music, as an educational factor, has not 
been sold. Among the thousands are plenty of superinten-
dents, school board members and teachers, as well as the 
common garden variety of taxpayers. The question keeps 
a rising among administrators and taxpayers as to the value 
of such work in our schools. r-1usic supervisors and directors 
must show tangible results from an educa tional standpoint. 
r-1e re showmanship is not going to convince superintendents 
and board members that money and more money should be spent 
on this work. Results must be shown that carry over into 
the lives of the individual. Our young people must receive 
all the benefits from music if '"e are to justify our place 
in the educational scheme. 
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